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Raiders on the Road 
Ball State (November 16-17) 
Radisson Inn 
Muncie, IN 47305 
(765) 741-7777 
Texas A&M (November 23-26) 
Hilton 
College Station, TX 77840 
(979) 693-7500 
IP-Fort Wayne (Nov. 30-Dec. 1) 
Marriott Fort Wayne 
Fort Wayne, IN 46625 
(219) 484-0411 
UIC (Dec. 1-3) 
Embassy Suites 
Chicago, IL 60610 
(312) 932-1000 
Bowling Green (December 14-15) 
Quality Inn and Suites 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
( 419) 352-2521 
Detroit (January 4-5) 
Westin Southfield 
Southfield, MI 48075 
(248) 827-4000 
Cleveland State (January 5-7) 
Radisson Inn 
Cleveland, OH 44115 
(216) 377-9000 
Loyola (Jan. 18-19) 
Embassy Suites 
Chicago, IL 60610 
(312) 932-1000 
Youngstown State (January 23-24) 
Holiday Inn Boardman 
Boardman, OH 44612 
(330) 726-1611 
UW-Milwaukee (February 6-8) 
Hyatt Regency 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
(414) 276-1234 
UW-Green Bay (February 8-9) 
Holiday Inn City Centre 
Green Bay, WI 54301 
(920) 437-5900 
Butler (February 20-21) 
Radisson Plaza Westin Sheraton 
Indianapolis, IN 46240 
(317) 846-2700 
Wright State Buick Facts 
Location: Dayton, OH 45435-0001 
Founded: 1964; independent status, 1967 
Enrollment: 15,398 
Nickname: Raiders 
Colors: Hunter Green and Gold 
Conference: Horizon League 
President/Alma Mater: Dr. Kim 
Goldenberg/ Albany Medical College, I 979 
Director of Athletics/Alma Mater: 
Dr. Michael Cusack/Long Island, I 964 
Senior Associate AD/ Alma Mater: Paul 
Newman/Edinboro, 1964 
SWA/Alma Mater: Judy Chivers/Kennedy 
College, 1975/Northern Michigan 1993 
Head Coach/Alma Mater: Bridgett 
Williams/SIU-Carbondale, 1988 
Record at WSU/Years: First Year 
Overall Record/Years: 10-46ffwo 
Assistant Coaches/Alma Maters: 
Tracee Jonesffennessee State, 1998 
Claire Moon/Berry, 1998 
Kevin Williams/Kansas State, 1997 
WSU wsu 
2000-01 Record: 6-22 Overall , 3-11 
MCC (Tied for Seventh) 
Letterwinners Returning/Lost: 7 /5 
Starters Returning/Lost: 1/4 
Sports Information Director: Bob Noss 
Women's Basketball SID: Matt Zircher 
Office: (937) 775-2831 
Hotline: 1-888-RAIDERS 
Fax: (937) 775-2818 
Press Row: (937) 775-4687 
email: matt.zircher@wright.edu 
Internet: http://www.wsuraiders.com 
Head Athletic Trainer: Luis "Tony" 
Ortiz 
Women's Basketball Trainer: 
Michelle Sullivan 
Home Court/Capacity: Ervin J. Nutter 
Center/ 10,632 
Ticket Office Phone: (937) 775-4789 
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It's the dawn of a 
new era in Wright State 
women's basketball this 
season as Bridgett 
Williams takes over 
as head coach. While Williams is in just her third season 
overall as a head coach, she already has many experi­
ences in both building a program from the ground up 
and in maintaining established, successful programs. 
Named the fifth head coach in Raider history on 
June 4, Williams comes to Wright State after being the 
head coach of Chicago State. In just two short seasons 
there, Williams made great strides with the Cougars, 
picking up 10 wins in 2001, the second-most in school 
history, after not winning a game the season before and 
totalling nine wins altogether over the previous seven 
years. Chicago State also set a school record last season 
with eight home wins and the seven league wins were 
two more than the total earned by the team in Mid-Con 
play over the previous six seasons. Chicago State then 
capped things off by advancing to the second round of 
the Mid-Continent Conference Tournament for the first 
time ever. As a result, Williams was selected as the 
conference's Coach of the Year. 
Away from the court, Williams also made an 
immediate impact as two Chicago State players were 
named to the Academic All-Conference Team last season 
and, in 2000, she conducted the first basketball camps 
sponsored by the women's basketball program in 
Chicago State's history. 
Prior to arriving at Chicago State, Williams served as 
the recruiting coordinator at the University of Illinois­
Chicago. She was instrumental in Illinois-Chicago's 
signing of a top 20 class in 1999. She was also an 
assistant coach at Kansas State University for two years, 
an assistant at the University of Wisconsin for two years, 
and an assistant at her alma mater, Southern Illinois­
Carbondale, for two years. 
During her tenure at Kansas State (1996-98), 
Williams 's recruiting and coaching efforts contributed to 
the Wildcats ' first NCAA tournament appearance in 10 
years in 1997. She was also the academic liaison between 
the basketball staff and academic affairs office. She 
coordinated all academic activities of the team, and saw 
seven players earn grade point averages of 3.0 or better, 
with six players earning Academic All-Big 12 honors. 
While at Wisconsin ( 1994-96), she worked under 
the tutelage of Jane Albright-Dieterle. She served as the 
assistant recruiting coordinator and formulated strategy 
that signed the No. 8 recruiting class in the nation in 
1995. In part because of her efforts, Wisconsin had its 
first winning season in 10 years, received back-to-back 
NCAA tournament bids, and posted consecutive 20-win 
seasons. 
Williams was a standout player for Southern Illinois­
Carbondale from 1984-88. In her senior season, she 
was named her team's captain and most valuable player, 
Most Valuable Player of the Gateway Conference, Most 
Valuable Player of Women's Intercollegiate Athletics at 
SIU-Carbondale, and a Kodak All-America selection. 
The Salukis earned their first NCAA tournament 
appearance in 1986 and returned to the tournament 
in 1987. She was inducted into the Southern Illinois­
Carbondale Athletic Hall of Fame in 1993. 
Williams earned a bachelor of science in advanced 
technical studies in 1988, and a master of science in 
vocational educational studies/business education in 
1991. Formerly Bridgett Bonds, she is married to Kevin 
Williams and they have a four-year-old son, Brandon, 
and a daughter, Kirsten, born earlier this year. 
www.wsuraiders.com 
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"We believe Bridgett is the most prepared to lead the 
rebuilding of our program. She has impressed all of us 
with her positive attitude. Her experience in helping turn 
three programs around has us all very excited." 
-Mike Cusack, Wright State athletics director 
"She's got great potential. I love her. She's a very good 
friend and just a first-class person with a lot of character 
who cares about her students." 
- Al Avant, Chicago State athletics director 
"Bridgett is just a wonderful person and one of the 
best, young coaches in the game. She will add instant 
credibility with her strengths in recruiting, creating 
enthusiasm and bringing out the best in her players. 
She is a real players' coach." 
-Jane Albright, University of Wisconsin head coach 
"Bridgett did an excellent job of building the program at 
Chicago State. I know she will have a positive impact at 
Wright State and in the Horiwn League." 




Year Team Role 
1986 SIU-Carbondale Player 
1987 SIU-Carbondale Player 
1995 Wisconsin Asst. Coach 
1996 Wisconsin Asst. Coach 
1997 Kansas State Asst. Coach 
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F irst Vear 
While Tracee Jones 
is a newcomer to Wright 
State, she is very familiar 
with coach Bridgett 
Williams and her 
basketball philosophies. Jones was part of the staff at 
Chicago State under Williams the past two seasons and 
assisted her in such areas as game strategy, position skill 
development, scouting and game preparation. She also 
was involved with the recruiting process and created a 
summer workout program and team retreat notebooks. 
Prior to coming to Chicago State, Jones was at 
Whiteside Elementary and Junior High School in 
Belleville, Illinois, where she was a developer and 
instructor in the Student Retention Tutorial Program and 
was a personal assistant for behavior disorder students. 
Jones, who graduated Magna Cum Laude from 
Tennessee State, earned a degree in English with Teacher 
Certification in 1998. She was captain of the women's 
basketball team there as a senior and also won the Sheila 
Jackson Dedication Award that same year. She is also a 
member of the Golden Key National Honor Society and 
of Sigma Tau Delta, the national English honor society. 
w ww.wsura iders.com 
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The Raider Coaching Staff 
Sitting: Bridgett Williams 
Standing L-R: Tracee Jones, 









With her playing and 
coaching experiences 
in the Southeast, Claire 
Moon brings a different 
prospective to the Raider coaching staff this season. 
Moon comes to Wright State after serving as a 
graduate assistant at Samford University in Birmingham, 
Alabama, the past two seasons. During the 1999-2000 
campaign, the Bulldogs, in just their third year of 
women's basketball, posted a 19-10 record and finished 
third in the Trans-America Athletic Conference with 
a 13-5 mark. While at Samford, Moon handled such 
duties as coordinator of film exchange and practices 
along with organizing community involvement at 
elementary and middle schools. 
Moon was a four-year starter and three-year team 
captain for Berry College, a NAIA school in Mount 
Berry, Georgia. She was a third-team NAIAAll­
American as a senior as well as the Northwest Georgia 
Player of the Year and garnered 1994 Georgia Athletic 
Conference Freshman Player of the Year honors. Moon 
holds the school record for three-pointers made in a 
game and appears in the top 10 in scoring. She earned 
a degree in health and physical education with a sports 
performance emphasis from Berry in 1998 and a 
master's degree in education from UAB last March. 
Before going to Samford, Moon worked one year 
as a Southeast Regional administrative assistant at 
the English Language Institute in China. There she 
organized office administration reports and assisted 
with special tasks and projects. 
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In his first year at WSU, Kevin Williams is a man with many hats as he serves as Life 
SKILLS coordinator as well as a volunteer assistant with the women's basketball team. 
As Life SKILLS coordinator, Williams is responsible for housing and community 
service opportunities for all Wright State athletes. 
On the coaching side, Williams brings a great deal of experience to Wright State 
as he has coached on both the scholastic and intercollegiate levels. 
At the college level, Williams was part of the women's basketball coaching staff 
at Chicago State last season, where he assisted in such areas as game strategy, position 
skill development, scouting and game preparation. He also served two years as the head men's basketball coach for the 
Wisconsin-Rock County Rattlers, a junior college located in Janesville, Wisconsin. 
At the scholastic level, Williams coached junior high boys basketball for three years at Unity Point in Carbondale, 
Illinois, and was an eighth grade assistant football coach for Fort Riley Middle School in Fort Riley, Kansas. 




Michelle Sullivan is in her sixth year as the athletic trainer for the women's 
basketball team. 
A Beavercreek native, Sullivan graduated from Beavercreek High School in 1992. 
While an undergraduate at Wright State, she was a student athletic trainer for the 
baseball, women's soccer, softball, swimming and diving and women's tennis teams 
as well as women's basketball. She graduated with a degree in elementary education 
with a concentration in natural science and athletic training in 1997. 
Sullivan, who serves as the coordinator of Athletic Training Services at Wright 
State, graduated with a master's degree in education from WSU's Deaprtment of Health, 







Christina Brame is entering her first year in this position but spent the last three years 
as a manager for the men's basketball team. The South Carolina native handles most of 
the day-to-day activities of the men's and women's basketball programs, including team 
and recruiting travel arrangements, camp administration and office management. As a 
recent Wright State graduate and former team manager, Brame also helps in the areas 
of game management. 
www. wsuraiders. com 
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2000-01: Six points with five rebounds and three assists against Dayton ... five boards and two assists at Indiana 
State ... four points and seven rebounds at Ohio ... nine points vs Ball State ... four points and five rebounds at Miami ... 
six points and a career-high 11 boards against Akron ... five points and as many rebounds at Hawaii ... four points and 
five rebounds vs Marshall...first career three-pointer and five boards against Bowling Green ... career-high 17 points 
with three rebounds and two assists at Youngstown State ... nine points vs St. Bonaventure ... six points and five rebounds 
at Illinois-Chicago ... eight points and four rebounds against Detroit and Cleveland State ... seven points and five rebounds 
vs Illinois-Chicago ... four points and five boards with three assists at Cleveland State ... seven points, including a three, 
at Detroit. 
1999-2000: Had four points along with eight rebounds at Colorado ... four points and four rebounds vs Washington 
State ... three points in win over Morehead State ... four points at Canisius ... picked up first collegiate assist at Ball 
State ... recorded three rebounds and two assists in win over Loyola ... four points against Cleveland State. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the fall...lettered all four years in basketball for the Purple Knights ... 
named All-Big Eight Conference all four years as well as All-City .. . team captain and Most Valuable Player as a senior 
as she averaged 12.6 points, seven rebounds, three assists and 2.4 steals per game ... averaged 14 points per game as 
a junior while collecting 127 rebounds, 49 assists, 39 steals and 38 blocks for the season .. . shot 50% from the field 
and 73 % from the foul line in 1997-98 ... named Honorable Mention All-State as a junior as team won the league title 
and set a school record for wins in a season with 20 .. . holds school record with 1025 points in her career ... also lettered 
in volleyball, where she was a two-time All-Conference selection and team Most Valuable Player as a junior, and in 
softball as a shortstop. 
Personal: Born Katie Marie Bussan on September 13, 1980 .. .is the daughter of Merlin and Merla Bussan and has 
one brother. 
B www. wsuraiders. com 
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CAREER HIGHS 
Points: 17 at Youngstown State (12/23/00) 
Field Goals Made: 7 at Youngstown State (12/23/00) 
Field Goals Attempted: 9 vs St. Bonaventure (12/31/00); vs Detroit (1/25/01) 
Field Goal Percentage: 1.000 (3 for 3) at Detroit (2/24/01) t:111 
Free Throws Made: 4 vs Marshall (12/13/00) 
t::111 
Free Throws Attempted: 4 on four occasions 
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (4 for 4) vs Marshall (12/13/00) 
3-Pt. Field Goals Made: 1 vs Bowling Green (12/16/00); at Detroit (2/24/01) 
3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted: 3 vs Bowling Green (12/16/00) 
3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage: 1.000 (1 for 1) at Detroit (2/24/01) 
Rebounds: 11 vs Akron (12/8/00) 
Assists: 3 vs Dayton (11/17 /00); at Cleveland State (2/22/01) 
Steals: 2 at Hawaii (12/9/00); vs. Marshall (12/13/00) 
BUSSAN'S RECORD 
Career 
Year G FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST Pts. Avg. 
2000 24 9 23 .391 0 2 .000 10 13 .769 29 1.2 10-0 3 0 2 28 1.2 
2001 28 47 103 .456 2 17 .118 24 37 .649 98 3.5 54-0 23 5 12 120 4.3 
Total 52 56 126 .444 2 19 .105 34 50 .680 127 24 64-0 26 5 14 148 2.8 
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C AMBRIDGE, OH 
C AMBRIDGE 
N OTES 
2000-01: Saw first action of season at Ohio ... gathered a rebound at Hawaii ... scored first collegiate points and recorded 
an assist against Marshall...two points and a rebound vs Bowling Green ... two points at Youngstown State and Morehead 
State ... two points and two rebounds at Illinois-Chicago ... two rebounds and an assist against Cleveland State ... two points 
at Detroit...career-high three points vs UW-Milwaukee. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the spring ... chosen Second Team All-Ohio in Division II as a senior after 
being named Special Mention as a junior .. . averaged 18.5 points per game for the Bobcats as a senior ... was a four-time 
All-East Central Ohio League selection and that league's Player of the Year in 2000 ... three-time All-Ohio Valley Athletic 
Conference ... two-time All-East District...finished as school's all-time scoring leader ... also lettered in volleyball and track. 
Personal: Born Natalie Marie Dunn on February 15, 1982 .. .is the daughter of Robert and Beverly Dunn and has 
two brothers. 
10 www. wsuraiders. com 
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CAREER HIGHS 
Points: 3 vs UW-Milwaukee (3/4/01) 
Field Goals Made: 1 on six occasions 
Field Goals Attempted: 3 on three occasions 
Field Goal Percentage: 1.000 (1 for 1) vs Bowling Green (12/16/00); 
vs UW-Milwaukee (3/4/01) 
Free Throws Made: 2 at Morehead State (1/4/01) 
Free Throws Attempted: 2 at Morehead State (1/4/01) 
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (2 for 2) at Morehead State (1/4/01) 
3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted: 1 at Illinois-Chicago (1/11/01); at Detroit (2/24/01) 
Rebounds: 2 at Illinois-Chicago (1/11/01); vs Cleveland State (1/27/01) 
Assists: 1 on three occasions 
Steals: 1 at Illinois-Chicago (1/11/01); at Detroit (2/24/01) 
DUNN'S RECORD 
Career 
Year G FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reh. Avg. PF-D A BL ST Pts. Avg. 
2001 22 6 24 .250 0 2 .000 3 3 1.000 10 0.5 9-0 3 0 2 15 0.7 
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2000-01: Scored a point with three rebounds in collegiate debut against Ball State ... saw action at Hawaii ... two points 
in win over Marshall...gathered a rebound at West Virginia ... scored a point with a rebound at UW-Green Bay. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the spring ... named Special Mention All-State in Class AAA as a senior 
and Second Team All-North Central Athletic Conference ... averaged 12 points, six rebounds and two blocks in 2000 ... 
shot 50% from the field and 72% from the line ... served as team captain as a senior ... team finished 18-6, won the league 
title and advanced to the regional finals last season ... won the state high jump title in 1999 after finishing third in that 
event in 1997 and second in 1998 ... helped lead high school to three league titles and the Class AAA state track crown 
in 1999. 
Personal: Born Dorea Elizabeth Glance on November 8, 1981...is the daughter of Ted and Liz Glance and has one 
brother and two sisters. 
www. wsuraiders. com 
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CAREER HIGHS 
Points: 2 vs Marshall (12/13/00) 
Field Goals Made: 1 vs Marshall (12/13/00) 
Field Goals Attempted: 2 vs Ball State (11/28/00); at West Virginia (12/19/00) 
Field Goal Percentage: 1.000 (1 for 1) vs Marshall (12/13/00) 
Free Throws Made: 1 vs Ball State (11/28/00); at UW-Green Bay (2/3/01) 
Free Throws Attempted: 2 vs Ball State (11/28/00); at UW-Green Bay (2/3/01) 
Free Throw Percentage: .500 (1 for 2) vs Ball State (11/28/00); 
at UW-Green Bay (2/3/01) 
Rebounds: 3 vs Ball State (11/28/00) 
Steals: 1 at West Virginia (12/19/00) 
GLANCE'S RECORD 
Career 
Year G FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reh. Avg. PF-D A BL ST Pts. Avg. 
2001 13 5 .200 0 0 .000 2 41 .500 6 0.5 3-0 0 0 4 0.3 
wsu wsu 
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CVVES T LANDJ 
NOTES 
2000-01: Selected to the conference All-Newcomer Team ... five points along with two rebounds and two assists at 
Indiana State ... came off the bench to score 15 points with four boards at Ohio ... nine points and four rebounds vs Ball 
State ... four points at Miami ... five rebounds at Hawaii .. . four points and five boards against Marshall...seven points and 
two rebounds vs Bowling Green ... 10 points and five rebounds against St. Bonaventure ... 13 points and two assists at 
Illinois-Chicago ... six rebounds at Loyola ... nine points and two assists at Butler ... double-double of 13 points and 13 
rebounds vs Cleveland State ... 14 points and three assists at UW-Milwaukee ... 11 points and six boards at UW-Green 
Bay .. . eight points and three assists against Loyola ... eight points, nine rebounds and three assists vs Illinois-Chicago ... 
11 points and three assists against Butler ... 10 points at Cleveland State .. . 11 points and seven rebounds at Detroit... 
five points, seven boards and three assists vs UW-Green Bay. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the fall ... first-team All-Ohio Capital Conference Ohio Division and 
third-team All-Central District selection as a senior as she averaged 10 points per game ... averaged 10.4 points, 
7.3 rebounds, 7.3 steals and five assists per game as a junior as she was named second teamAll-OCC and Honorable 
Mention All-Central District...Honorable Mention All-OCC in 1997 and 1998 ... team captain as a junior and senior .. . 
won a Division I regional title in the discus in 2000 and placed eighth at the state meet. 
Personal: Born Iesha Marie Gray on May 31, 1982 ... is the granddaughter of Ervin Crenshaw and Vivian Anderson­
Crenshaw and has one brother and one sister. 
www. wsuraiders. corn 
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CAREER HIGHS 
Points: 15 at Ohio (11/25/00) 
Field Goals Made: 7 at UW-Milwaukee (2/1/01) 
Field Goals Attempted: 11 vs Cleveland State (1/27/01); at Detroit (2/24/01) 
Field Goal Percentage: .778 (7 for 9) at UW-Milwaukee (2/1 /01) 
Free Throws Made: 7 at Illinois-Chicago (1/11/01) 
Free Throws Attempted: 11 at Illinois-Chicago (1/11/01) 
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (2 for 2) at Miami (12/2/00); vs UW-Milwaukee (3/8/01) 
3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted: 1 at UW-Green Bay (2/3/01) 
Rebounds: 13 vs Cleveland State (1/27/01) 
Assists: 3 on six occasions 
Steals: 2 on three occasions 
GRAY'S RECORD 
Career 
Year G FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reh. Avg. PF-D A BL ST Pts. Avg. 
2001 28 70 153 .458 0 .000 51 86 .593 I 05 3.8 70-3 33 4 11 191 6.8 
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2000-01: Six points along with four rebounds and two assists at Indiana State ... two steals at Ohio ... two points and 
two boards at Miarni ... two points and a season-high five rebounds against Marshall...four points and five rebounds 
at West Virginia ... three rebounds vs Cleveland State and at UW-Milwaukee ... two points and four boards at UW-Green 
Bay ... five points and three rebounds against Loyola ... two points and three rebounds vs Butler ... career-high eight points 
along with four rebounds against UW-Green Bay ... four boards vs UW-Milwaukee. 
1999-2000: Six points in 10 minutes off the bench against Xavier ... collected six rebounds in both games of Coors 
Classic against Colorado and Washington State .. . three points and three rebounds in win over Morehead State .. . 
four points with four assists and two rebounds at Ball State ... four points and two rebounds at Loyola. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the fall. .. three-time team Most Valuable Player and two-year captain .. . 
second-team All-Mid State League Cardinal Division selection as a senior as well as Honorable Mention Division IV 
All-Central District...averaged 14.7 points, eight rebounds and three steals per game as a senior ... averaged 15 points and 
nine rebounds per game as a junior .. .lettered in volleyball and also in track, where she was team Most Valuable Player 
as a freshman and sophomore. 
Personal: Born Lauren Brie Pennington on November 16, 1980 .. .is the daughter of Gary and Beth Pennington 
and has one brother. 
16 www. wsuraiders. com 




Points: 8 vs UW-Green Bay (3/1/01) 
Field Goals Made: 4 vs UW-Green Bay (3/1 /01 ) 
Field Goals Attempted: 6 vs UW-Green Bay (3/1/01) 
Field Goal Percentage: .750 (3 for 4) vs Xavier (11/23/99) 
Free Throws Made: 3 vs Loyola (2/8/01) 
Free Throws Attempted: 4 vs Loyola (2/8/01 ) 
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (2 for 2) at Loyola (2/10/00); 
at West Virginia (12/19/00) 
3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted: 2 vs Washington State (11/27/99) 
Rebounds: 6 at Colorado (11/26/99); 
vs Washington State (11/27 /99) 
Assists: 4 at Ball State (12/20/99) 
Steals: 2 at Ohio (11/25/00); vs UW-Green Bay (3/1/01) 
PENNINGTON'S RECORD 
Career 
Year G FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reh. Avg. PF-D A BL ST Pts. Avg. 
2000 19 10 27 .370 0 3 .000 4 7 .571 24 1.3 26-1 4 0 l 24 1.3 
2001 26 20 49 .408 0 I .000 7 12 .583 54 2.1 38-0 10 10 47 1.8 
Total 45 30 76 .395 0 4 .000 11 19 .579 78 1.7 64-1 14 1 11 71 1.6 
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2000-01: Gathered a rebound against Ball State ... two points and three rebounds at Hawaii ... two points and two boards 
vs Marshall ... collected first two assists at West Virginia and Youngstown State ... two points in first collegiate start against 
St. Bonaventure ... three rebounds at Morehead State .. . grabbed a rebound at UW-Milwaukee, vs Loyola and at Detroit... 
tallied three rebounds with a steal and hit lone field goal attempt against UW-Milwaukee in the conference tournament. 
1999-2000: Made collegiate debut at Colorado during the Coors Classic and grabbed a defensive rebound ... saw action 
in win over Loyola ... also appeared at UW-Green Bay ... scored first collegiate point with a free throw against Detroit 
in the first round of the MCC Tournament... added a rebound in that game vs the Titans. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the fall...lettered two years for the Tigers of Pickerington High School... 
Pickerington won the Ohio Division I title her final two seasons there. 
Personal: Born Danyelle Denai Sawyer on July 14, 1981...is the daughter of Clifford and Debra Sawyer and has 
two sisters. 
18 www. wsuraiders. corn 
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CAREER HIGHS 
Points: 2 on four occasions 
Field Goals Made: 1 on four occasions 
Field Goals Attempted: 3 at Hawaii (12/9/00) 
Field Goal Percentage: 1.000 (1 for 1) on three occasions 
Free Throws Made: 1 at Detroit (3/9/00) 
Free Throws Attempted: 2 at Detroit (3/9/00) 
Free Throw Percentage: 500 (1 for 2) at Detroit (3/9/00) 
Rebounds: 3 on three occasions 
Assists: 1 at West Virginia (12/19/00); 
at Youngstown State (12/23/00) 
Steals: 1 vs UW-Milwaukee (3/8/01) 
SAVVYER'S RECORD 
Career 
Year G FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reh. Avg. PF-D A BL ST Pts. Avg. 
2000 4 0 0 .000 0 0 .000 I 2 .500 2 0.5 0-0 0 0 0 l 0.3 
2001 20 4 8 .500 0 0 .000 0 4 .000 18 0.9 10-0 2 8 0.4 
Total 24 4 8 .500 0 0 .000 1 6 .167 20 0.8 10-0 2 1 1 9 0.4 
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2000-01: Scored two points at Dayton ... missed 17 games due to hairline fracture to tibia ... six points vs Butler ... tied 
career high with nine points and set career best with two rebounds at Detroit...four points against UW-Milwaukee. 
1999-2000: Scored six points with an assist at Colorado ... missed four games due to a concussion suffered in practice .. . 
played in closing seconds against Denver ... scored on a three-pointer at Ball State ... three points and a rebound in win 
over Loyola ... scored a career-high nine points off the bench, including two threes, against Cleveland State ... three points, 
a rebound and an assist vs Detroit...eight points, including two threes, at UW-Milwaukee. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the fall .. .lettered all four years in basketball for the Quakers ... averaged 
8.3 points, three rebounds and 2.5 assists per game as a senior as team went 15-6 and won the league title ... Plainfield 
fini shed 21-4 her junior year, was ranked sixth in Class 3A and advanced to the semi states. 
Personal: Born Leslie Ann Weaver on January 10, 1981...is the daughter of Dave and Cindy Weaver and has one brother. 
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CAREER HIGHS 
Points: 9 vs Cleveland State (2/24/00); at Detroit (2/24/01) 
Field Goals Made: 4 at Detroit (2/24/01) 
Field Goals Attempted: 11 at Detroit (2/24/01) 
Field Goal Percentage: l.000(2for2)vsButler(2/17/01) 
Free Throws Made: 3 vs Loyola (l/15/00); vs Cleveland State (2/24/00) 
Free Throws Attempted: 3 vs Loyola (l/15/00) 
Free Throw Percentage: 1.000 (3 for 3) vs Cleveland State (2/24/00) 
3-Pt. Field Goals Made: 2 on three occasions 
3-Pt. Field Goals Attempted: 5 at Detroit (2/24/01) 
3-Pt. Field Goal Percentage: 1.000 (2 for 2) vs Butler (2/17/00) 
Rebounds: 2 at Detroit (2/24/01) 
Assists: 1 on 11 occasions 
Steals: 1 on five occasions 
VVEAVER'S RECORD 
Career 
Year G FG FGA Pct. 3FG 3FGA Pct. FT FTA Pct. Reb. Avg. PF-D A BL ST Pts. Avg. 
2000 18 11 24 .458 7 16 .438 8 9 .889 IO 0.6 9-0 6 0 3 37 2.1 
2001 11 10 34 .294 4 23 .174 2 2 1.000 6 0.5 I0-0 5 0 2 26 2.4 
Total 29 21 58 .362 11 39 .282 10 11 .909 16 0.6 19-0 11 0 5 63 2.2 
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2001: Redshirted due to shoulder surgery. 
High School: Signed with Wright State in the fall of 1999 ... named one of 17 preseason players to watch in West Virginia by USA 
Today and was selected to the Honorable Mention All-State team by that newspaper after the season ... three-time All-State selection in 
Class AA, including the Player of the Year in 2000 ... three-time Big 10 Conference Player of the Year ... four-time All-Harrison County 
selection ... averaged 18.1 points per game as a senior as team finished with a 21-1 record ... finished with over 1700 points for her 
career and averaged over eight assists per game ... four-year team captain ... also lettered in softball as a pitcher and outfielder ... class 
valedictorian. 
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Personal: Born Jill Raeanna Ransdell on November 22, 1982 .. .is the daughter of Ron Ransdell and Kathleen Vargas 
and has one brother. 
Pittsburgh: Appeared in 10 games off the bench during the 1999-2000 season ... averaged two points and 1.4 rebounds per game 
as she shot 64% from the field ... seven points, four rebounds and a blocked shot in collegiate debut against Lafayette ... four points 
and two rebounds vs West Virginia. 
High School: Chosen as the Mid-Miami League's Player of the Year as a senior as she averaged 17.2 points and 12 rebounds per 
game ... named All-Southwest District and was a Dayton Daily News Top 10 All-Area selection .. . once blocked 19 shots in a game. 
Personal: Born Robyn Danielle Swain on December 5, 1980 .. .is the daughter of Dan and Kathy Swain and has one brother. 
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Personal: Born Vanessa Ivy Thompson on April 20, 1983 .. .is the daughter of Malcolm and Joyce Thompson and has two brothers 
and one sister. 
TIFFA 
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13 Katie Bussan 
F 6-2 Jr. 
Beloit, WI/Memorial 
40 Tabitha Hutson 
G 5-9 Fr. 
Lumberport, WV/Lincoln 
3 Natalie Dunn 
G 5-9 So. 
Cambridge, OH/Cambridge 
42 Dori Glance 
F 6-2 So. 
Barrackville, WV/Fairmont 
53 Iesha Gray 
F 5-11 So. 
Columbus, OH/Westland 
50 Angie Ott 
F 6-0 Fr. 
ChippewaFalls, WI/Chippewa Falls 
52 Brie Pennington 
F 6-0 Jr. 
Pataskala, OH/Licking 
Heights 
22 Jill Ransdell 
G 5-7 Fr. 
Indianapoli s, IN/Southport 
10 Tiffany Webb 
G 5-IO Fr. 
Beavercreek, OH/Beavercreek 
wsu 
14 Danyelle Sawyer 44 Robyn Swain 24 Vanessa Thompson 33 Leslie Weaver 
F 5-10 Jr. C 6-4 So. G 5-6 Fr. G 5-7 Jr. 
Pickerington, OH/Pickerington Xenia, OH/Carroll Auburn Hills, MI/Lahser Plainfield, IN/Plainfield 
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Raiders by ... 
Date of Birth 
Katie Bussan, 9/13/80 
Brie Pennington, 11/16/80 
Robyn Swain, 12/5/80 
Leslie Weaver, 1/10/81 
Danyelle Sawyer, 7/14/81 
Dori Glance, 11/8/81 
Natalie Dunn, 2/15/82 
Iesha Gray, 5/31/82 
Tabitha Hutson, 7 /8/82 
Tiffany Webb, 9/26/82 
Jill Ransdell, 11/22/82 
Angie Ott, 12/10/82 
Vanessa Thompson, 4/20/83 
Height 
Robyn Swain, 6-4 
Katie Bussan, 6-2 
Dori Glance, 6-2 
Angie Ott, 6-0 
Brie Pennington, 6-0 
Iesha Gray, 5-11 
Danyelle Sawyer, 5-10 
Tiffany Webb, 5-10 
Natalie Dunn, 5-9 
Tabitha Hutson, 5-9 
Jill Ransdell, 5-7 
Leslie Weaver, 5-7 


















2002 NCAA Division I Women's 
BASKETBALL CHAMPIONSHIP 
First Round* 
March 15or 16 
16 
Second Round* 

























·first and second-round games will be played on the campus 
of 16 participating insitutions. Pairings of retiional champions 
in the national semifinal games will be determined by the NCAA 
Division I Womens Basketball Comminee Sunday, March 10 
when championship participants are selected. The 2002 
regional hosts and sites are: East-North Carolina State 
University (En tertainment & Sports Arena-Raleigh, North 
Carolina); Mideast-Marquette University (U.S. Cellular Arena­
Milwaukee. Wisconsin); Midwesl-lowa State University 
(Hilton Coliseum-Ames, l~~a); West-Boise State University 
(BoiseStateUniversity Pav,11on-Boise, Idaho). 
Regionals Second Round* First Round* 
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No. Name Pos. Ht. Class Hometown/High School 
3 Natalie Dunn G 5-9 So. Cambridge, OH/Cambridge 
10 Tiffany Webb G 5-10 Fr. Beavercreek, OH/Beavercreek 
13 Katie Bussan F 6-2 Jr. Beloit, WI/Memorial 
14 Danyelle Sawyer F 5-10 Jr. Pickerington, OH/Pickerington 
22 Jill Ransdell G 5-7 Fr. Indianapolis, IN/Southport 
24 Vanessa Thompson G 5-6 Fr. Auburn Hills, MI/Lahser 
33 Leslie Weaver G 5-7 Jr. Plainfield, IN/Plainfield 
40 Tabitha Hutson G 5-9 Fr. Lumberport, WV /Lincoln 
42 Dori Glance F 6-2 So. Barrackville, WV/Fairmont 
44 Robyn Swain C 6-4 So. Xenia, OH/Carroll 
50 
52 
Angie Ott F 6-0 Fr. Chippewa Falls, WI/Chippewa Falls 
Brie Pennington F 6-0 Jr. Pataskala, OH/Licking Heights 
53 Iesha Gray F 5-11 So. Columbus, OH/Westland 
Head Coach: Bridgett Williams 
Assistant Coaches: Tracee Jones, Claire Moon and Kevin Williams 
Alphabetical Roster 
No. Name Pos. Ht. Class Hometown/High School 
13 Katie Bussan F 6-2 Jr. Beloit, WI/Memorial 
3 Natalie Dunn G 5-9 So. Cambridge, OH/Cambridge 
42 Dori Glance F 6-2 So. Barrackville, WV /Fairmont 
53 Iesha Gray F 5-11 So. Columbus, OH/Westland 
40 Tabitha Hutson G 5-9 Fr. Lumberport, WV /Lincoln 
50 Angie Ott F 6-0 Fr. Chippewa Falls, WI/Chippewa Falls 
52 Brie Pennington F 6-0 Jr. Pataskala, OH/Licking Heights 
22 Jill Ransdell G 5-7 Fr. Indianapolis, IN/Southport 
14 Danyelle Sawyer F 5-10 Jr. Pickerington, 0 H/Pickerington 
Xenia, OH/Carroll 44 Robyn Swain C 6-4 So. 
24 Vanessa Thompson G 5-6 Fr. Auburn Hills, MI/Lahser 
33 Leslie Weaver G 5-7 Jr. Plainfield, IN/Plainfield 
10 Tiffany Webb G 5-10 Fr. Beavercreek, OH/Beavercreek 
Head Coach: Bridgett Williams 
Assistant Coaches: Tracee Jones, Claire Moon and Kevin Williams 
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2000-01 Results 
Date Opponent wsu Opp. High Scorer High Rebounds 
Nov.17 DAYTON 59 73 Hollingsworth 18 Christensen 7 
Nov. 21 at Indiana State 76 74 Stewart 23 Bussan 5 
Stewart 5 
Nov. 25 at Ohio 72 83 Stewart 15 Bussan 7 
Gray 15 
Nov. 28 BALL STATE 73 102 Stewart 13 Stewart 7 
Dec. 2 at Miami 63 70 Williams 19 Stewart 7 
Williams 7 
Dec. 8 Akron@ 63 71 Williams 21 Bussan ll 
Dec. 9 at Hawaii@ 46 66 Stewart 17 Christensen 6 
Dec.13 MARSHALL 81 67 Hollingsworth 22 Stewart 9 
Dec.16 BOWLING GREEN 52 56 Stewart 20 Stewart 10 
Dec. 19 at West Virginia 69 65 Hollingsworth 21 Stewart 11 
Dec. 23 at Youngstown State 58 68 Bussan 17 Stewart 12 
Dec. 31 ST. BONA VENTURE 51 79 Stewart 18 Stewart 9 
Jan. 4 at Morehead State 56 71 Hollingsworth 19 Stewart 7 
Jan. 11 at Illinois-Chicago * 55 63 Hollingsworth 14 Stewart 9 
Jan. 14 at Loyola * 58 67 Jelinek 30 Stewart 8 
Jan . 20 at Butler * 56 60 Stewart 18 Stewart 5 
Jan.25 DETROIT * 79 89 (ot) Stewart 27 Christensen 9 
Jan.27 CLEVELAND STATE* 61 71 Stewart 19 Gray 13 
Feb. 1 at UW-Milwaukee * 59 72 Gray 14 Stewart 5 
Hollingsworth 14 
Stewart 14 
Feb. 3 at UW-Green Bay * 53 79 Hollingsworth 20 Stewart 11 
Feb.8 LOYOLA* 66 54 Hollingsworth 17 Stewart 10 
Feb.IO ILLINOIS-CHICAGO * 65 53 Stewart 22 Gray 9 
Feb.17 BUTLER* 68 56 Jelinek 18 Stewart 9 
Feb. 22 at Cleveland State * 59 72 Stewart 14 Bussan 5 
Comer 5 
Stewart 5 
Feb.24 at Detroit * 59 83 Stewart 12 Gray 7 
Mar.I UW-GREEN BAY* 46 75 Hollingsworth 14 Gray 7 
Jelinek 14 
Mar.4 OW-MILWAUKEE* 52 74 Jelinek 15 Stewart 7 
Mar. 8 UW-Milwaukee # 34 58 Comer 6 Comer 6 
Gray 6 
Stewart 6 
* MCC games, # MCC Tournament (Chicago, IL), @ Hawaii Invitational (Honolulu , HI). 
Bold caps indicates home games 
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2000-01 Overall Stats 
TOTAL 3 POINTERS REBOUNDS 
Player GP GS MIN A VG FG FGA PCT FG FGA PCT FT FTA PCT OFF DEF TOT A VG PF FO A TO BLK ST PTS A VG 
22 Reggen Stewart 27 27 930 34.4 156 4 I 7 .374 17 .294 84 106 .792 75 122 197 7.3 93 4 67 94 14 55 40 1 14.9 
I 
32 Amber Willi ams 12 10 356 29.7 56 139 .403 24 .292 19 3 1 .6 13 24 23 47 3.9 42 4 17 21 2 13 138 11 .5 
10 Chanda Hollingsworth 28 28 993 35.5 104 309 .337 84 243 .346 18 25 .720 19 44 63 2.3 76 6 43 43 0 29 3 10 I I. I 
24 M andy Jelinek 28 16 622 22.2 68 182 .374 18 62 .290 67 84 .798 20 5 1 71 2.5 57 51 78 2 13 22 1 7.9 
41 Iesha Gray 28 17 562 20.1 70 153 .458 0 .000 51 86 .593 56 49 105 3.8 70 3 33 54 4 11 191 6. 
30 Julie Christensen 28 15 802 28.6 39 135 .289 42 .190 54 64 .844 24 75 99 3.5 75 2 63 48 2 37 140 5.0 
20 Katie Bussan 28 12 457 16.3 47 103 .456 17 .118 24 37 .649 36 62 98 3.5 54 0 23 28 5 12 120 4.3 
25 S hauna Comer 22 12 308 14.0 25 57 .439 0 0 .000 10 20 .500 20 37 57 2.6 51 10 16 60 2.7 
33 Leslie Weaver ll 0 124 11.3 10 34 .294 4 23 .174 2 1.00 6 0.5 10 0 5 II 0 2 26 2.4 
52 Brie Pennington 26 2 281 10.8 20 49 .408 0 .000 12 .583 18 36 54 2.1 3801022 10 47 1.8 
3 Natalie Dunn 22 0 82 3.7 24 .250 0 2 .000 3 1.00 10 0.5 9 o_ 3 ll 0 15 0.7 
43 Danyelle Sawyer 20 73 3.7 8 .500 0 0 .000 4 .000 II 18 0.9 10 0 8 0.4 
42 Dori Glance 13 0 21 1.6 5 .200 0 0 .000 4 .500 6 0.5 3 0 0 0 4 0.3 
Team Rebounds 40 58 98 12 
WSU 28 5625 608 1618 .376 130 434 .300 343 480 .715 349 581 930 33.2 589 21 328 446 34 195 1689 60.3 
Opponents 28 5625 689 1441 .478 107 31 I .344 486 682 .7 13 276 737 1013 36.2 482 403 466 78 208 1971 70.4 
t:1111 
Bold type indicates returning players. 
Conference Stats 
Player 
22 Reggen Stewan 
GP 
13 
GS MIN AVG FG 
TOTAL 
FGA PCT FG 
3 POINTERS 
FGA PCT FT FTA PCT OFF 
REBOUNDS 
DEF TOT A VG PF FO A TO BLK ST PTS A VG 
13 461 35.5 73 197 .371 .286 38 50 .760 32 65 97 7.5 44 29 43 26 186 14.3 
24 Mandy Jelinek 
10 Chanda Holl ingsworth 


































































30 Julie Chri stensen 
25 Shauna Comer 
20 Katie Bussan 
33 Leslie Weaver 
52 Brie Pennington 
3 Natalie Dunn 
42 Dori Glance 































































































































































Bold type indicates returning playe rs. 
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Academics 
Academic Support Services 
Wright State is proud of the academic accomplish­
ments of its athletes. Last year, WSU student-athletes 
posted an average GPA of 3.0 all three quarters and the 
men 's basketball team had a GPA of 2.9. 
The athletic department staff includes an academic; 
advisor, whose primary responsibility is advising and 
counseling approximately 260 WSU athletes. The advisor 
is here to help you do your best as a student-athlete. 
The advisor: 
• knows the courses required 
• knows the faculty and instructors for your courses 
• may communicate with faculty, staff and other 
advisors on your behalf 
• respects your interests 
• helps you to choose a major 
• encourages you to plan and think about the future. 
Academic Reporting 
During the year, the academic advisor meets with 
student-athletes on a regular basis to track their accom­
plishments. Men's basketball players are assigned an 
assistant coach who meets with them once a week to 
talk about classes. At the end of the academic year, 
the advisor completes an annual report on the academic 
progress of all student-athletes. This report is given to 
the coaches and the athletic director. 
Working With Faculty 
a nd Staff 
The athletic advisor also serves as a liaison between 
Wright State's athletic and academic communities, 
coordinating your interests with those of faculty and 
university staff. The advisor tries to establish a personal 
rapport with your instructors, learning their point of 
view and ensuring that you stay focused on educational 
as well as athletic objectives. 
Resources for 
Student-Athletes 
Wright State has a Student-Athletic Resource Center 
located in the basement of Rike Hall. The center includes 
computers as well as other research materials, and it is 
staffed by a member of the athletic department's 
academic advising office. Specialized tutoring can be 
arranged through the office to help you get through tough 
assignments. Your coaches will also take an active 
interest in your education. They may meet with you 
privately to discuss your academic career, and they 
provide study table time during road trips. 
The University 
Nestled just northeast of Dayton, Ohio, Wright 
State University is continuing the region 's heritage 
of innovation, research and service, not to mention 
improving the quality of life for the entire Miami Valley. 
And the quality of life for Wright State students just gets 
better every year. 
First of all, there's an academic major to fit every 
student's desire. The 16,000 students at Wright State can 
pursue more than 100 undergraduate and 46 graduate, 
professional and doctoral degrees through six colleges 
and three schools. There are doctoral programs in 
biomedical sciences, computer science and engineering, 
psychology and engineering, an interdisciplinary 
program that involves the Departments of Electrical, 
Biomedical/Human Factors and Mechanical/Materials 
Engineering. Professional doctoral degrees are available 
in medicine and psychology. 
Looking for one of only two aerospace medicine 
programs in the country? You'll find it at Wright State. 
Looking for small, focused classes? You'll find them 
here, too. Wright State's 700 faculty and 1,300 staff 
members are dedicated to putting students and their 
needs first. You'll find a strong emphasis on hands-on 
learning outside the classroom. And you'll find a rich 
and diverse campus life. 
That's because Wright State is a campus filled 
with energy. There are more than 150 student clubs 
and organizations-from fraternities and sororities 
to performing arts clubs; from the student-run WWSU 
radio station and the campus newspaper to student 
government. 
The school's campus recreation program attracts 
more than 9,000 students every year to more than 30 
sports and recreational activities. And the university 
attracts internationally acclaimed musicians every 
year through its Artist Series program. So, the sky 
truly is the limit at Wright State. And what could be 
more appropriate for a university named for the men 
who first taught the world to fly? 
Did You Know? 
• Wright State University is the school of choice 
among the Miami Valley's brightest students: nearly 
a third of the valedictorians in a recent poll chose 
Wright State as their first choice, more than any 
other school in the nation. 
• This year, for the 22nd year, Wright State students 
earned top awards at the National Model United 
Nations, the largest intercollegiate conference of its 
kind, attracting students from all over the world. 
1 -BBB-RAIDERS 
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• Two films by WSU students have won national 
acclaim from the television and motion picture 
industry: a 25-minute short drama was nominated 
for a Student Academy Award, and another film 
received a second-place Emmy Award. 
• Eighty percent of Wright State's faculty members 
hold the most advanced degree possible in their 
fields. 
• WSU's School of Medicine ranks in the top five 
percent of 126 medical schools in the percentage of 
graduates who practice primary care. It also ranks 
in the top 10 percent nationally in the number of 




Once you are a student at Wright State, you 
will be able to participate in a variety of activities. 
There are more than 150 student clubs and organizations, 
ranging from Greek organizations to performing arts 
groups and academic clubs. 
You also may get involved in one of the many 
student-run media-WWSU radio station, The Guardian 
newspaper, Nexus literary journal-or organizations like 
Student Government or Student Activities Board. 
Campus recreation provides a variety of popular 
activities. More than 9,000 students participated in 
intramurals, fitness programs, outdoor recreation, 
adapted athletics/recreation and sports clubs last year. 
Wright State also attracts internationally acclaimed 
musicians through its Artist Series and at the Nutter 
Center arena. 
The following recreational facilities are available: 
• Fitness Center; 
• Weight room; 
• Indoor, Olympic-size pool; 
• Indoor running track; 
• Racquetball and squash courts; 
• Several gyms; 
• Outdoor tennis courts; and 
• Outdoor playing fields. 
A Diversified 
Campus 
It is important in today's rapidly changing society 
to gain experience and skills in tolerance, under­
standing and respect for people from diverse cultural, 
racial and ethnic groups. At Wright State, students 
are encouraged to stretch themselves and take risks 
in learning about and appreciating differences. Our 
graduates are prepared to thrive in the complex society 
in which we live. 
The Balinga Black Cultural 
Resources Center 
The Bolinga Black Cultural Resources Center 
promotes cultural diversity through programs, 
activities and forums that celebrate the African 
American experience. The center also fu nctions as an 
office that addresses the gamut of academic, cul tural 




The Asian/Hispanic/Native American Center 
supports the academic, social and cultural needs 
of Asian, Hispanic and Native American students, 
faculty and staff. The center works to foster an 
appreciation and understanding of these diverse 
cultures, and offers student support services and 
advocacy on behalf of these students. 
www.wsuraiders.com 





Vice President for 
Student Affairs and 
Enrollment Services 
On April 9, 1998, Kim Goldenberg, M.D., became 
the fifth president of Wright State University. He began 
his career as a test engineer for Grumman Aerospace 
t:111 Corporation working on NASA's first manned lunar 
landing. Dr. Goldenberg has graduate degrees in 
bioengineering and medicine. He served as dean of 
the Wright State University School of Medicine from 
1990-1998. During his tenure as dean, the school 
achieved the top national academic award for 
community service. 
During his tenure as president, the university has 
become the number one choice in the nation by 
valedictorians from the Miami Valley. Wright State 
also has become one of Ohio's top three public 
universities in innovative research programs and 
its nationally recognized arts and cultural programs 
attract more than one million visitors each year. 
Dr. Goldenberg has been a consultant to Congress 
and the White House and provides leadership on 
t:11 numerous boards in the state and region. 
President Goldenberg and his wife, Shelley, 
have three grown children. 
Dr. Dan Abrahamowicz is vice president for 
student affairs and enrollment services at Wright State 
University. 
A native of Lorain, Ohio, Dr. Abrahamowicz was 
appointed in 1996 as vice president. He oversees a 
variety of university departments including Athletics, 
Undergraduate Admissions, Campus Recreation, Career 
Services, Disability Services, Financial Aid, Public 
Safety, Residence Services, Student Health Services, 
Student Life, Student Union and Word Processing. 
Dr. Abrahamowicz received the B.A. degree magna 
cum Laude from Cleveland State University in 1972 and 
the M.A. degree from The Ohio State University in 1974. 
He received the Ph.D. degree with an emphasis in 
counseling and human services from the University of 
Toledo in 1985. Dr. Abrahamowicz and his wife, Kelly, 
have one daughter, Katie. 
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Director of Athletics 
Dr. Michael J. Cusack 
Almost 20 years of innovation and growth has highlighted Dr. Michael J. 
Cusack's tenure as director of athletics at Wright State University since his 
appointment in April of 1982. 
On the long list of accomplishments by Cusack has been Wright State's move to 
division in 1987 and the building of the 11,000-seat Ervin J. Nutter Center as well as 
Nischwitz Baseball Stadium and Alumni Soccer Field, all of which rank among the 
best athletic facilities in the Midwest. Also to Cusack's credit was the move to the 
Midwestern Collegiate Conference (now the Horizon League) and the development 
of the Life SKILLS program that enhances the student-athletes through a mixture 
of academics, community and university service as well as the typical athletic 
endeavors. 
A native of Levittown, New York, Cusack earned his Bachelor of Science 
degree in physical education from Long Island University in 1964. He received his 
Master of Science degree in physical education from Queens College in 1969 and 
an Ed.D. degree in 1980 from New York University in administration of physical 
education and athletics. 
Following graduation in 1969, Cusack spent nine years at Queens College 
as a member of the physical education faculty. He served as head baseball coach, 
assistant basketball coach and assistant athletic director. 
His baseball teams had a combined record of 65-27 with teams appearing in 
postseason tournaments each of the four years he was coach. He was inducted 
into the Athletic Hall of Honor at Queens in December 1986. 
Cusack and his wife, Dot, have five children and six grandchildren. 
2001-02 Athletic Council 
Back Row (L-R): Paul Newman, Rick Zech, Micki Stamps, Vern Shoemaker, Travis Doom, 
Robert Rando, Drew Pringle, Charles Hartmann, Stephen Fortson. 
Front Row (L-R): Elizabeth Sorensen, Laura Luehrmann, Lawrence Prochaska 
(Secretary), Mark Mamrack (Chair), Michael Cusack, Thomas Brookey (Vice Chair), 
Judy Chivers, Holly Uber, Patti Manning, James Larsen. 
www. wsuraiders. com 















Director for Development 
Kim Grant 




Senior Associate Director 
of Athletics 
Robert J. Noss 
Assistant Athletics Director 
for Sports Information 
Roderick Perry 
Associate Athletics 
Director for Compliance 
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The Miami Valley 
A Vibrant Community 
on the Move 
The Dayton area is rich in cultural offerings, including the 
performing arts, historical parks, museums, cultural festivals 
and community celebrations. The university is located close to 
a wide array of restaurants and stores, with the region 's largest 
shopping mall about a mile from the campus. A popular river corridor 
along the Great Miami River offers 26 scenic miles of walking, 
jogging and cycling trails. 
The city of Dayton is a city of innovation. From the Wright 
brothers ' first airplane to Charles F. Kettering's first self-starting 
automobile ignition system to the cash register and automated teller 
machine, Dayton has a rich heritage of invention and innovation. 
Dayton has been the home for other notable Americans 
as well, including the poet Paul Laurence Dunbar and candy creator 
Esther Price. Phil Donahue and Erma Bombeck once lived across the 
street from one another in a Dayton suburb. 
Did you know? 
Area Notes: 
• Dayton is within 250 miles of 
Chicago, Indianapolis, Cleveland, 
Columbus, Cincinnati, Lexington 
and Louisville. 
• The income tax rate for the city 
of Dayton is 2.25 percent. 
• The Dayton area serves seven 
colleges and universities. 
• There are eight major shopping 
malls in the Dayton area, including 
The Mall at Fairfield Commons, less 
than a mile from Wright State. 
• Restaurant owner James Ritty 
devised the first cash register in 
1879 to keep his bartenders honest. 
• The average annual rainfall in the 
Dayton area is 34.71 inches. 
• The world became a little sweeter 
when Esther Price founded her 
candy business in 1929. 
• The Wright brothers' first attempts 
at flight were made from Huffman 
Prairie near Wright State. 
• Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, 
located next to Wright State, is one 
of the nation's largest and oldest 
military installations and was host 
to the Bosnian peace talks. 
• Erma Bombeck and Phil Donahue 
were once neighbors in the Dayton 
area. 
• Paul Laurence Dunbar and Orville 
Wright were high school classmates. 
• Wright State University woods is 
prime birdwatching territory. 
Look for turkey vultures, brown 
creepers and tufted titmice. 
• Clifton Mill is the oldest operating 
grindstone in the nation. 
• Speedster Barney Oldfield of 
Dayton was the first person to drive 
a mile a minute in 1903. 
• The road striper was created in 
nearby Xenia. 
• The largest international gathering 
of historic aircraft, the Festival of 
Flight, will occur in Dayton in 2003. 
• The National Afro-American 
Museum and Cultural Center is 
located in the Dayton area. 
• Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
houses the United States Air Force 
Museum, the largest and oldest 
aviation museum in the world. 
www.wsuraiders.com 
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Dayton, Ohio 
Home of the 
Wright State Raiders 
Today, the Dayton area is home to 
nearly one million people, and what a home 
it is. From historical sites to high technology 
research parks, Dayton offers its residents 
and visitors a wealth of opportunity. The city 
boasts more green space than any comparably 
sized city in the nation. Its 35,000 acres of 
parks and preserves are open for outdoor 
activities like cycling, walking or jogging. 
While you're out, stop by the U.S. Air 
Force Museum at Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base, the largest of its kind in the world-and 
Ohio's top tourist attraction-or take in any 
of the more than 100 fairs and festivals in the 
area each year. You can also visit the National 
Afro-American Museum and Cultural Center, 
the Boonshoft Museum of Discovery or the 
Dayton Art Institute. 





The Nutter Center 
There's no place like home. And there's no place 
quite like the Nutter Center, home to the Wright 
State Raiders. 
The Ervin J. Nutter Center is home to Wright 
State's men's and women's basketball and women's 
volleyball teams. But it's also the site of four basketball 
courts, a recreational running track, a multi-purpose 
room, more than 60,000 square feet of exhibit space 
and classrooms. 
Just 11 years old, the Nutter Center has already had 
a facelift. Extensive remodeling included a new men's 
basketball team room, upgraded locker room, coaches' 
locker room and other improvements. And basketball 
games aren't the only times the Nutter Center rocks. 
The arena is one of the region's 
major entertainment locations. 
New Edition, The Who, Janet 
Jackson, Vince Gill, Stone 
Temple Pilots, Whitney 
Houston, Reba McIntire, 
Brooks & Dunn, Kiss, Guns 
'N' Roses, Neil Diamond, 
Phish, John Mellencamp, 
Gloria Estefan and Boyz II 
Men, even Garth Brooks and 
Frank Sinatra are among the 
hundreds of entertainers who 
have performed on stage here. 
And that doesn't even include Stars on Ice, the 
tour of Olympic Gymnasts, Ringling Brothers/Barnum 
& Bailey Circus, Lord of the Dance, Ice Capades, the 
Moscow Circus or the Dayton Bombers professional 
hockey team. There's almost always something 
happening at the Nutter Center-there's an event booked, 
on average, 280 days a year. 
All in all, the Nutter Center has consistently ranked 
among the top 10 grossing venues in the country since 
its opening in 1990. Since 1996, the arena ranked third 
in the world in ticket sales for arenas its size. 
No wonder the center has averaged nearly one 
million visitors a year since it opened. 
Raiders' 11-Year Nutter Center Record 
1990-91 3-12 1996-97 5-7 
1991-92 5-7 1997-98 6-5 
1992-93 5-9 1998-99 4-7 
1993-94 4-8 1999-00 5-8 
1994-95 6-7 2000-01 4-8 
1995-96 8-6 Total 55-84 
www. wsuraiders. corn 
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Nutter Center Records 
POINTS 
Individual: 29 by Joy Westendorf vs Western Illinois 2/3/94 
Team: 98 vs Morehead State 11/29/97 
Opponent Individual: 31 by Stephanie Smith of Dayton 1 /5/95 
Opponent Team: I 02 by Ball State I I /28/00 
REBOUNDS 
Individual: 20 by Timothea Clemmer vs Miami 11/28/95 
Team: 63 vs Valparaiso 1/27/94 
Opponent Individual: 19 by Christy Greis of Evansville 1/6/92 
Opponent Team: 54 by Northern Illinois 3/6/93 
FIELD GOALS MADE 
Individual: 11 on five occasions 
Team: 39 vs Western Illinois 1/20/93 
Opponent Individual: 13 by Stephanie Smith of Dayton 1/5/95 
Opponent Team: 36 by Ball State 11/28/00 
FREE THROWS MADE 
Individual: 12 by Peggy Yingling vs Marshall 12/8/92 
Team: 31 vs Marshall 12/8/92 
Opponent Individual: 12 by Chari Nordgaardof UW-Green Bay 
2/6/97; by Michelle James of Detroit 1/25/01 
Opponent Team: 32 by Loyola 2/11/99 
THREE POINTERS MADE 
Individual: 7 by Lori Blanchard vs Detroit 3/3/96; by Chanda 
Hollingsworth vs Marshall 12/13/00 
Team: 9 on four occasions 
Opponent Individual: 7 by Penny Armstrong of Illinois-Chicago 1/30/94 
Opponent Team: 11 by Youngstown State 11/26/96 
ASSISTS 
Individual: 8 by Julie Christensen vs Marshall 12/13/00 
Team: 22 vs Northern Illinois 1/25/95 
Opponent Individual: 14 by Katy Winski of Loyola 2/27 /97 
Opponent Team: 25 by UW-Green Bay 3/1/01 
STEALS 
Individual: 8 by Beth Bartram vs Cleveland State 2/26/98 
Team: 20 vs Cleveland State 2/26/95 
Opponent Individual: 8 on four occasions 
Opponent Team: 20 by DePaul 1/8/91; by Northern Illinois 3/6/93 
How to get to the Nutter Center from ... 
North cf Cayton on 1-75. Take 1-75 south to 1-70 east. Go east to 1-675 south. Go south to Exit 17 and turn right on North 
Fairfield Road. 
South cf Cayton on 1-75. Take l-75 north to 1-675 north. Go north to Exit 17 and follow sign for North Fairfield Road. 
Turn left on North Fairfield Road. 
East cf Dayton on 1-70. Take 1-70 west to 1-675 south. Go south to Exit 17 and turn right on North Fairfield Road. 
East cf Cayton on Route 35. Take Route 35 west to North Fairfield Road and turn right. 
West cf Cayton on 1-70. Take 1-70 east to 1-675 south. Go south to Exit 17 and turn right on North Fairfield Road. 
West cf Cayton on Route 35. Take Route 35 east to l-675 north. Go north to Exit 17 and follow sign for North Fairfield Road. 
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Meet The Opponents 
School SID Contact Phone Fax Website 
Ball State Chris Taylor (765) 285-8242 (765) 285-8929 bsu.edu/sports 
Bowling Green Mike Cihon (419) 372-0474 (419) 372-6015 bgsufalcons.com 
Butler Kelly Antcliff (317) 940-9671 (317) 940-9808 butlersports.com 
Charlotte Fisher Beasley (704) 687-6312 (704) 687-4918 charlotte49ers.com 
Cleveland State Alan Ashby (216) 687-5288 (216) 523-7257 csuvikings.com 
Connecticut AnnMarie Person (860) 486-3531 (860) 486-5085 uconnhuskies .com 
Dayton TBA (937) 229-4460 (937) 229-4461 daytonflyers.com 
Detroit Sean Palchick (313) 993-1745 (313) 993-1765 detroittitans.com 
Illinois-Chicago Mike Cassidy (312) 413-8199 (312) 996-5882 uicflames.com 
IP-Fort Wayne Mike Jewell (219) 481-6646 (219) 481-6002 ipfw.edu/athletics 
Jackson State TBA (601) 968-2273 (601) 968-2000 jsums.edu/athletics 
Loyola Leo Krause (773) 508-2575 (773) 508-3855 loyolaramblers.com 
Miami Vince Frieden (513) 529-4327 (513) 529-6729 muredhawks.com 
Morehead State Brad Laux (606) 783-2500 (606) 783-2550 morehead-st.edu 
Ohio Bob Lee (7 40) 593-1299 (740) 597-1838 ohiobobcats.com 
TexasA&M Steve Miller (979) 862-2564 (979) 845-0564 sports.tamu.edu 
West Virginia Phil Caskey (304) 293-2821 (304) 293-4105 msnsportsnet.com 
UW-Green Bay Sheila Blackman (920) 465-5759 (920) 465-2357 uwgb.edu/athletics 
UW-Milwaukee Michelle Alioto (414) 229-4593 (414) 229-6759 uwmpanthers.com 
Youngstown State Jamie Hall (330) 742-1581 (330) 742-3191 ysu.edu/sports 
Find the Raiders 
j '-' p_ick_••_-spc;_rt ____ ;_j~ an the Web 
www. wsuraiders. cam ~~6,. 
·RaiderScaoe• Friday. September 21 7:30 p,m. 
Ctear Channel welcomes the Wright State Raider's Men's 
and Women's Basketball teams to RiverScape. Come meet 
your favorite college basketball starn for this night of family 
entertainment. Come for the stars, come for the sports, and 
come for the lasers as the Wright State Raider's take over 
RiverScape. 
Special Announcements 
This Week - September 17 2001 
Men's and women's soccer, volleyball, cross country, golf 
and men's tennis 
Raider News Releases 
Wright State Sweeps Dayton in Volleyball Action 
The Wright State volleyball team posted its first win over 
crosstown rival Dayton since the 1995 season Tuesday 
night with a 31-29. 30-18, 30-26 decision al C.J. Mclin 
Gymnasium. 
Run for the Raiders Auction 
The Ninth Run for the Raiders will be held Saturday, 
October 6 in the main arena of the Nutter Center. 
Celebrate at "RaiderScape" 
The Wright State University men's and women's basketball 
teams will host •RaiderScape" at RiverScape, a newly 
HORIZON UAGU 
~
renovated river front attraction located on Monument 
Avenue in downtown Dayton Friday, September 21 from 7 
to9 pm. 
WSU-UD soccer game ends in tie 
Today at Alumni field the Wright State mens soccer team 
tied the visiting Dayton Flyers 3-3_ 
www. wsuraiders. corn 
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All-Time Opponent Records 
OPPONENT WON LOST 
Air Force 1 0 
Akron 6 11 






























Capital 4 4 
Cedarville 7 7 
Central Florida 1 0 
Central State 10 5 





Clemson 0 1 












Denver 0 2 
DePaul 0 3 
Detroit 3 13 
Dist. of Columbia 2 0 
Eastern Illinois 4 4 







Evansville 3 4 
Ferris State 1 0 
Franklin 2 0 
Gannon 0 
Georgetown (KY) 3 3 






Heidelberg 4 0 
OPPONENT WON LOST 













Indiana Tech 9 0 




































Marian 2 0 
Marietta 1 0 



















Morehead State 7 6 
Mott 0 






















Oakland 1 1 
Ohio 1 8 
Ohio Dominican 6 1 
Ohio Northern 2 2 
OPPONENT WON LOST 
Ohio Wesleyan 1 2 
Otterbein 3 1 
Pacific 0 
Philadelphia Textile 0 
Quincy 0 
Rio Grande 4 3 
Robert Morris 0 1 
St. Bonaventure 0 2 
St. Joseph's (IN) 3 
St. Louis 2 1 
Sinclair 2 0 
Slippery Rock 1 0 
South Carolina 0 
SE Missouri State 0 
SIU-Edwardsville 3 2 
Southern Indiana 2 2 
SW Missouri State 0 
Stetson 0 
Tampa 0 
Taylor 2 0 
Toledo 3 3 
Urbana 2 0 
Valparaiso 8 
Vanderbilt 0 1 
Wagner 0 1 
Walsh 3 
Washington State 0 1 
Wayne State 2 3 
West Virginia 2 1 
Western Illinois 2 2 
Western Kentucky 0 2 
Western Michigan 0 1 
Wichita State 0 2 
Wilberforce 1 0 
Wilmington 3 0 
UW-Green Bay 1 24 
OW-Milwaukee 8 10 
Wittenberg 7 2 
Wooster 0 1 
Xavier 7 12 
Youngstown St. 4 15 
TOTALS 292 413 
2001-02 Opponents in Bold 
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The League is in its 23rd season of existence, 
and continues to build upon a strong foundation of 
institutions with a tradition of broad-based athletic 
programs, led by administrators and coaches who 
place a constant emphasis on academic integrity, 
sportsmanship and personal involvement in the 
community. The Horizon League strives to maintain 
the goals and objectives necessary to achieve prominence 
as a Division I athletics League. 
Renamed from the Midwestern Collegiate 
Conference on June 4, 2001, the Horizon League has 
established goals emphasizing the overall development of 
the student-athlete. It pledges a renewed commitment to 
the values the League has emphasized since its inception: 
athletic performance, academic achievement, community 
outreach and personal responsibility and accountability. 
The Horizon League, based in Indianapolis, has also 
established specific goals for upgrading the League 's 
market and competitive position, with an eye towards 
continually enhancing the student-athlete experience. 
The League has a commitment to engage both its staff 
and member-institution administrators and students to 
serve on national-level committees. The League is an 
affiliation of nine institutions with similar athletics goals 
that provides stability and major-market exposure. 
Horizon League markets, including five of the 
nation's top 30 television DMA's, cover more than 
nine million TV households and encompass nine percent 
of the country's television audience. The member 
institutions are generally located in major metropolitan 
areas and benefit from the business, cultural, educational 
and entertainment resources available to the university 
community. 
Originally founded in 1979 as the Midwestern City 
Conference, the League was a men 's only sports league, 
but added women's athletics in the 1986-87 season. 
The League features both public and private institutions, 
committed to fielding broad-based NCAA Division I 
athletics programs that develop physical fitness, 
academic development and moral character in its 
student-athletes. 
Best known for its men 's basketball success, the 
Horizon League offers a total of 18 championships (nine 
each for men and women). The League enjoys NCAA 
automatic qualification in baseball , men's basketball, 
women's basketball, men 's golf, men 's soccer, women's 
soccer, softball, women's tennis and women's volleyball. 
The League also has a rich tradition of hosting 
the men 's NCAA Division I basketball tournament in 
Indianapolis. As a co-host with Butler University, the 
League has hosted the Men's Final Four in 1991 , 1997 
and 2000. In addition, it hosted the first- and second­
rounds in 1987, 1990, 1993, 1996 and 1999. Upcoming 
events include the NCAA men's basketball first- and 
second-rounds in 2003 and 2005. Also in 2005, the 
League and Butler will host the women's Final Four 
for the first time, while the men's Final Four returns 
to Indianapolis in 2006. 
HORIZON LEAGUE 









Pan American Plaza 
201 South Capitol Avenue, Suite 500 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46225 
Office: C317J 237-5622 
FAX: C317J 237-5620 
MCC e-mail: tpowers@horizonleague.org 
Web site: www.horizonleague.org 
www. wsuraiders. com 
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2000-01 Conference Standings 
Final Team Standings 
MCCGames All Games 
Team w L Pct. w L Pct. H A N Last 10 Streak 
UW-Green Bay 12 2 .857 22 9 .7 10 11-1 9-7 2-1 7-3 Lost 2 
UW-Milwaukee 12 2 .857 19 11 .633 11 -2 5-9 3-0 9-1 Lost l 
Detroit 9 5 .643 17 12 .586 11-2 5-8 1-2 6-4 Lost 1 
Cleveland State 7 7 .500 14 14 .500 9-3 4-10 1- 1 5-5 Lost 2 
VIC 6 8 .429 10 19 .345 5-9 5-10 0-0 5-5 Lost l 
Loyola 4 10 .286 11 18 .379 10-4 0-11 1-3 3-7 Lost 1 
Wright State 3 11 .2 14 6 22 .214 4-8 2-12 0-2 3-7 Lost 5 
Butler 3 11 .2 14 8 20 .286 3-8 3-10 2-2 1-9 Lost 6 
2001 Championship 
March 8-10, 200 I, UIC Pavilion, Chicago, IL 
Thursday, March 8-Quarterfinals 
#2 UW-Milwaukee 58, #7 Wright State 34 
#6 Loyola 73, #3 Detroit 58 
#I UW-Green Bay 64, #8 Butler 53 
#5 UIC 65, #4 Cleveland State 63 
Friday, March 9-Semifinals 
#2 UW-M ilwaukee 80, #6 Loyola 49 
#I UW-Green Bay 72, #5 UIC 55 
Saturday, March IO-Championship 
#2 UW-Milwaukee 77, #I UW-Green Bay 62 
2000-01 
SCORING TOTAL 3PT 
Name-Team CL GP FGM FGM FTM PTS PTS/G 
Michelle James-Detroit Jr. 29 162 98 84 466 16.1 
Jessica Wilhite-UW-Mil waukee So. 30 162 62 109 466 15.5 
Melea Clark- UIC Sr. 23 134 22 11 8 393 15.3 
Mahogany Green-Cleveland State Sr. 28 134 22 60 424 15.1 
Reggen Stewart-Wright State Sr. 27 156 5 84 40 1 14.9 
REBOUNDING REBOUNDS 
Name-Team CL GP OFF DEF TOTAL REB/G
Kelly Kuhn- Butler Jr. 26 80 164 244 9.4 
Mahogany Gree n-Cleveland State Sr. 28 59 160 2 19 7.8 
Lauren Sims-Loyola Jr. 29 68 154 222 7.7 
Reggen Stewart-Wright State Sr. 27 75 122 197 7.3 
Tonya Crum-Cleveland State Jr. 28 4 1 147 188 6.7 
2000 NCAA Tournament 
East Region-Durham, North Carolina 
First Round-Saturday, March 17 
at Duke (#1) 96, UW-Milwaukee (# 16) 63 
Individual Awards 
First-Team All-Conference 
Mahogany Green, Sr., F, Cleveland State 
Michelle James, Jr., G, Detroit 
Reggen Stewart, Sr., F, Wright State 
Mandy Stowe, Jr., F, UW-Green Bay 
Jessica Wilhite, So., G, UW-Milwaukee 
Second-Team All-Conference 
Melea Clark, Sr., G, UIC 
Statistics 
 
FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE (Minimum 3.0 field goals made per team game.) 
Name-Team CL GP FGM FGA PCT 
Kelly Kuhn-Butler Jr. 26 102 168 .607 
Kim Brockway- Cleveland State Jr. 30 99 172 .576 
Mandy Stowe-UW-Green Bay Jr. 30 178 3 14 .567 
Maria Viall-UW-Milwaukee Fr. 27 143 288 .497 
Chandra Johnson-UW-Green Bay So. 26 89 180 .494 
THREE-POINT FIELD GOAL PERCENTAGE (Minimum 1.0 made per team game.) 
Name-Team CL GP FGM FGA PCT 
Shari Hilll- Detroit Sr. 29 67 163 .411 
Erin Partaker-UIC Sr. 28 3 1 80 .387 
Jessica Wilhite-UW-M il waukee So. 30 93 243 .383 
Lauren Yops-Loyola Fr. 29 5 1 142 .359 
Venus Harmeyer- Cleveland State Sr. 28 59 168 .35 1 
Shari Hill , Sr. , G, Detroit 
Tracy Hoffmann, So. , G, Loyola 
Kelly Kuhn, Jr., F, Butler 
Amanda Leonhard, Jr. , G, UW-Green Bay 
All-Newcomer Team 
Iesha Gray, Fr., F, Wright State 
Randee Henry, Fr., C/F, Detroit 
Abby Scharlow, Fr., G, Cleveland State 
Mandy Stowe, Jr., F, UW-G reen Bay 
Maria Viall, Fr. , C, UW-Milwaukee 
All-Defensive Team 
Elizabeth Dudley, So., G, UW-Green Bay 
Michelle James, Jr. , G, Detroit 
Nicole Luchsinger, Sr., F, UW-Milwaukee 
Reggen Stewart, Sr. , F, Wright State 
Melanie Tilque, Sr., F, UW-Green Bay 
Player of the Year: Mandy Stowe, Jr., F, 
UW-Green Bay 
Newcomer of the Year: Mandy Stowe, Jr., 
F, UW-Green Bay 
Coach of the Year: Sandy Botham, UW-
Milwaukee 
All-Tournament Team 
Kimberly Henry, UIC 
Amanda Leonhard, UW-G reen Bay 
Mandy Stowe, UW-Green Bay 
Maria Viall, UW-M ilwaukee 
Jessica Wilhite, UW-Milwaukee 
Tournament Most Valuable Player: 
Jessica Wilhite, UW-Milwaukee 
FREE THROW PERCENTAGE (M inimum 2.0 free throws made per team game.) 
Name-Team CL GP FTM FTA PCT 
Amanda Leonhard-UW-Green Bay Jr. 3 1 85 98 .867 
Nicole Luchsinger- UW-Milwaukee Sr. 30 l08 128 .844 
Michelle James-Detroit Jr. 29 84 IOI .832 
Mandy Jelinek-Wright State Sr. 28 67 84 .798 
Reggen Stewart- Wright State Sr. 27 84 106 .792 
ASSISTS 
Name-Team CL GP ASSISTS ASSISTS/G 
Mahogany Green-Cleveland State Sr. 28 130 4.64 
Tracy Hoffmann-Loyola So. 29 127 4.38 
Melanie Tilque-UW-Green Bay Sr. 29 108 3.72 
Anne Yoches-Detroit Sr. 29 104 3.59 
Michelle James-Detroit Jr. 29 100 3.45 
STEALS 
Name-Team CL GP STEALS STEALS/G 
Michelle James-Detroit Jr. 29 86 2.97 
Elizabeth Dudley- UW-Green Bay 









Abby Scharlow-Cleveland State 










Name-Team CL GP BLOCKS BLOCKS/G 
Kelly Kuhn- Butler Jr. 26 57 2. 19 
Kim Brockway-Cleveland State Jr. 28 54 1.93 
Maria Viall- UW-Milwaukee Fr. 30 32 1.07 
Jenetria Harden-Loyola Fr. 25 23 0.92 
Karyn Woloszynek-Cleveland State Fr. 28 2 1 0.75 
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Raider Record Book 
Single Game Records 
Points 
45 by Jodi Martin vs Capital, Jan . 5, 1980 
Field Goals Made 
21 by Jodi Martin vs Capital, Jan. 5, 1980 
Field Goals A !tempted 
31 by Jodi Martin vs Malone, Nov. 28, 1981 
Field Goal Percentage 
1.000 (I0-10) by Jess Van Der Geest at Morehead 
State, Dec. 29, 1998 
Three-Point Field Goals Made 
7 by Joy Westendorf at lllinoi s-Chicago, 
March 5, 1994; by Lori Blanchard vs Detroit, 
March 3, I 996; by Chanda Hollingsworth 
vs Marshall , Dec . 13, 2000 and at West Virginia, 
Dec. 19, 2000 
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted 
16 by Chanda Hollingsworth at West Virginia, 
Dec. 19, 2000 and at Detroit, Feb. 24, 200 I 
Three-Point Field Goal Percentage 
1.000 (5-5) by Chanda Hollingsworth vs Louisville, 
Nov. 26, 1997 
Free Throws Made 
14 by Jeanne Biermann vs Ohio Northern , 
Feb. 24, 1979 
Free Throws Attempted 
18 by Jeanne Biermann vs Ohio Northern, 
Feb. 24, 1979 
Free Throw Percentage 
1.000 (13-13) by Stacy Nolan vs DePaul , 
Mar. 7, 1991 
Rebounds 
25 by Margie Coate vs Ohio Wesleyan , Feb. I, 1975 
Assists 
11 by Cindy Mercer vs Wittenberg, Jan. 13, 1977 
Blocks 
7 by Christi Hill vs Georgetown, Jan. 16, 1982 
Steals 
13 by Tammy Stover vs Maryland-Eastern Shore, 
Jan. 28, 1988 
Team Records 
Points 
Game- 105 vs St. Joseph's, Feb. 4, 1987 
Season-2336, 1986- 87 
Field Goals Made 
Game-46 vs Mount St. Joseph, Feb. 17, 1981 
Season-919, 1986-87 
Field Goals Attempted 
Game-96 vs Central State, Feb. 24, 1975 
Season-2049, 1986-87 
Field Goal Percentage 
Game-.612 (30-49) vs Wisconsin-Green Bay, 
Dec. 29, 1981 
Season-.480, 1980-8 1 
Three-Point Field Goals Made 
Game- I I at Loyola, Feb. 28, 1996 
Season-I 33 , 1993-94 
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted 
Game-28 at Detroit, Feb. 24, 2001 
Season-434, 2000-0 I 
Three-Point Field Goal Percentage 
Game-.833 (5-6) vs Eastern lllinois, Feb. 7, 1993; 
at Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Jan. IO, 1998 
Season-.366, 1993-94 
Free Throws Made 
Game-33 vs Malone, Nov. 29, 1980 
Season-498, 1986-87 
wsu wsu 
Free Throws Attempted 
Game-45 vs Akron, Mar. 6, 1982 
Season-718, 1986-87 
Free Throw Percentage 
Game-1.000 ( 17-17) vs Bellarmine, Feb. 25, 1984 
Season-. 715, 2000-0 I 
Rebounds 
Game-72 vs Sinclair, Jan. 10, 1978 




Game-31 vs Sinclair, Jan. 10, 1978; vs Urbana, 





24, 1986- 87 
Losses 
25, 1989- 90 
Most Points by Opponent-Game 
125 by Valparaiso, Feb. 9, 1993 
Least Points by Opponent-Game 
18 by Wilmington, Feb. 6, 1975 
Greatest Margin of Victory-Game 
63 (103-40) vs Capital, Jan. 5, 1980 
Greatest Margin of Defeat-Game 




I. Peggy Yingling 114 
2. Lois Warburg Ill 
Gwen Lenzy 111 
4. Nettie Carter 110 
5. Lori Collins 109 
Reggen Stewart 109 
7. Jess Yan Der Geest 108 
Chanda Hollingsworth 108 
9. Debbie Leffler 107 
Jennifer Brigner 107 
Shelly Meadlo 107 
Field Goals Made 
Player Number 
I. Jodi Martin 890 
2. Jenny Horn 558 
3. Reggen Stewart 493 
4. Nettie Carter 467 
5. Lois Warburg 459 
6. Debbie Leffler 446 
7. Peggy Yingling 422 
8. Lori Collins 397 
9. Beth Bartram 380 
IO. Jess Yan Der Geest 371 
Field Goals Attempted 
Player Number 
I. Jodi Martin 1744 
2. Reggen Stewart 1237 
3. Nettie Carter 1160 
4. Lori Collins 1156 
5. Jenny Horn 1108 
6. Chanda Hollingsworth 996 
7. Debbie Leffler 963 
8. Lois Warburg 927 
9. Jeanne Biermann 900 
10. Peggy Yingling 898 
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Field Goal Percentage 
Player Number 
I. Beth Bartram .539 
2. Jodi Martin .510 
3. Jenny Horn .504 
4. Christi Hill .502 
5. Lois Warburg .495 
6. Andi del Valle .478 
7. Janet Emerson .477 
Timothea Clemmer .477 
9. Peggy Yingling .470 
10. Kristy Brown .468 
Three Point Field Goals Made 
Player Number 
I. Chanda Hollingsworth 273 
2. Jennifer Brigner 129 
3. Carrie Bender 119 
4. Lori Blanchard 96 
5. Joy Westendorf 78 
6. Lenora Combs 53 
7. Jamie Stump 46 
8. Heather Massengale 44 
9. Mandy Jelinek 42 
10. Lori Collins 41 
Three Point Field Goals Attempted 
Player Number 
I. Chanda Hollingsworth 781 
2. Carrie Bender 436 
3. Jennifer Brigner 346 
4. Lori Blanchard 258 
5. Joy Westendorf 187 
6. Lori Collins 164 
7. Lenora Combs 150 
8. Jamie Stump 145 
9. Mandy Jelinek 134 
IO. Shelly Meadlo 131 
Free Throws Made 
Player Number 
I. Loi s Warburg 3 11 
2. Jess Van Der Geest 3 10 
3. Jeanne Biermann 303 
4. Reggen Stewart 282 
5. Jodi Martin 275 
6. Lori Collins 273 
7. Peggy Yingling 263 
8. Debbie Leffler 248 
9. Beth Bartram 243 
10. Missy Goedde 206 
Free Throws Attempted 
Player Number 
I. Jodi Martin 441 
2. Jess Van Der Geest 437 
3. Lori Collins 428 
4. Jeanne Biermann 419 
5. Beth Bartram 417 
6. Lois Warburg 415 
Reggen Stewart 389 
8. Peggy Yingling 354 
9. Debbie Leffler 300 
10. Timothea Clemmer 286 
Melissa Reeves 286 
Free Throw Percentage 
Player Number 
I. Debbie Leffler .827 
2. Amy Kruer .819 
3. Jennifer Brigner .771 
4. Jenny Horn .761 
5. Connie Alig .757 
Shelly Mead lo .757 
Tammy Stover .757 
8. Carrie Bender .754 
9. Lois Warburg .749 





I. Lori Collins 897 
2. Jodi Martin 868 
3. Nettie Carter 756 
4. Lois Warburg 702 
5. Jess Van Der Geest 672 
6. Beth Bartram 649 
7. Peggy Yingling 639 
8. Jenny Horn 625 
Reggen Stewart 625 
IO. Christi Hill 622 
Rebound Average 
Player Number 
I. Timothea Clemmer 9.8 
2. Terry York 8.9 
3. Jodi Martin 8.7 
4. Christi Hill 8.2 
Lori Collins 8.2 
6. Beth Bartram 8.0 
7. Lisa Jackson 7.9 
8. Nettie Carter 6.9 
9. Cindy Mercer 6.8 
10. Amy Kruer 6.6 
Personal Fouls 
Player Number 
1. Peggy Yingling 363 
2. Reggen Stewart 338 
3. Lori Collins 329 
4. Jess Van Der Geest 324 
5. Jodi Martin 286 
6. Christi Hill 264 
Nettie Carter 264 
8. Debbie Leffler 252 
9. Melissa Reeves 25 1 
10. Jenny Horn 249 
Fouled Out 
Player Number 
I. Peggy Yingling 2 1 
2. Chri sti Hill 16 
3. Reggen Stewart 15 
4. Jess Van Der Geest 13 
5. Lori Collins 10 
6. Tammy Phillips 9 
Chanda Hollingsworth 9 
8. Jodi Martin 8 
9. Cindy Mercer 7 
Debbie Leffler 7 
Nettie Carter 7 
Melissa Reeves 7 
Assists 
Player Number 
I. Nettie Carter 446 
Tammy Phillips 446 
3. Gwen Lenzy 375 
4. Debbie Leffler 363 
5. Jeanne Biermann 270 
6. Lori Collins 222 
7. Cindy Mercer 2 10 
8. Missy Goedde 203 
9. Mandy Jelinek 202 
10. Connie Alig 197 
Scoring Average 
Player Number 
I. Jodi Martin 20.6 
2. Jackie Swenson 15.4 
3. Timothea Clemmer 14.2 
4. Amy Kruer 13.0 
5. Beth Bartram 12.4 
6. Jenny Horn 12.3 
7. Reggen Stewart 11.7 
8. Julie Garringer 11.6 
Tammy Stover 11.6 
10. Margie Coate 11.5 
Turnovers 
Player Number 
I. Lori Collins 453 
2. Nettie Carter 43 1 
3. Reggen Stewart 403 
4. Gwen Lenzy 400 
5. Tammy Phillips 374 
6. Jennifer Brigner 338 
7. Connie Alig 314 
8. Missy Goedde 303 
9. Debbie Leffler 300 
10. Jess Van Der Geest 298 
Blocked Shots 
Player Number 
I. Christi Hill 186 
2. Lois Warburg 67 
3. Peggy Yingling 63 
4. Heidi Beal 61 
5. Jodi Martin 58 
6. Nettie Carter 46 
7. Jess Van Der Geest 41 
Reggen Stewart 40 
9. Gwen Lenzy 32 
10. Janet Emerson 31 
Steals 
Player Number 
I. Gwen Lenzy 350 
2. Nettie Carter 273 
3. Tammy Stover 236 
4. Lori Collin s 234 
5. Beth Bartram 194 
6. Debbie Leffler 189 
7. Tammy Phillips 172 
8. Connie Alig 171 
9. Missy Goedde 170 
10. Reggen Stewart 150 
Minutes Played 
Player Number 
I. Chanda Hollingsworth 3550 
2. Nettie Carter 3361 
Reggen Stewart 3361 
4. Lori Collins 3301 
5. Debbie Leffler 3285 
6. Jess Van Der Geest 3103 
7. Tammy Phillips 3098 
8. Gwen Lenzy 3082 
9. Peggy Yingling 2888 
IO. Lois Warburg 2756 
Season Leaders 
Field Goals Made 
Player Number Year 
I. Jodi Martin 26 1 1982-83 
2. Jodi Martin 225 1981-82 
3. Janet Emerson 216 1986--87 
4. Jodi Martin 203 1979-80 
5. Jodi Martin 20 1 1980-81 
Jenny Horn 20 1 1985-86 
7. Jenny Horn 190 1984-85 
8. Jackie Swenson 174 1978-79 
9. Nettie Carter 173 1986-87 
10. Amy Kruer 170 1979-80 
Field Goals Attempted 
Player Number Year 
I. Jodi Martin 480 1982-83 
2. Jodi Martin 43 1 1981-82 
3. Janet Emerson 425 1986-87 
4. Jodi Martin 424 1979-80 
Treva Griesdorn 424 1989-90 
6. Reggen Stewart 417 2000-01 
7. Jodi Martin 409 1980-81 
8. Jackie Swenson 398 1978-79 
9. Nettie Carter 396 1986--87 
10. Tammy Stover 391 1986--87 
Field Goal Percentage 
Player Number Year 
I. Beth Bartram .586 1995-96 
2. Lois Warburg .572 1983- 84 
3. Jodi Martin .544 1982- 83 
4. Beth Bartram .529 1996- 97 
5. Jodi Martin .522 1981- 82 
6. Jenny Horn .519 1983-84 
Jenny Horn .5 19 1985-86 
8. Debbie Leffler .5 15 1983-84 
9. Janet Emerson .508 1986-87 
10. Christi Hill .505 1982-83 
Three-Point Field Goals Made 
Player Number Year 
I. Chanda Hollingsworth 84 2000-01 
2. Joy Westendorf 78 1993-94 
3. Chanda Hollingsworth 71 1999-00 
4. Chanda Hollingsworth 62 1997-98 
5. Chanda Hollingsworth 56 1998-99 
6. Lori Blanchard 49 1996-97 
7. Jennifer Brigner 4 1 1992-93 
8. Jennifer Brigner 40 1991-92 
Carrie Bender 40 1997-98 
10. Lenora Combs 32 1998-99 
Heather Massengale 32 1995-96 
Three-Point Field Goals Attempted 
Player Number Year 
I. Chanda Hollingsworth 243 2000-0 1 
2. Chanda Hollingsworth 194 1999-00 
3. Joy Westendorf 187 1993-94 
4. Chanda Hollingsworth 175 1998-99 
5. Chanda Hollingsworth 169 1997-98 
6. Lori Blanchard 138 1996-97 
7. Carrie Bender 11 8 1995-96 
8. Jennifer Brigner 117 1992-93 
9. Carrie Bender I 15 1997-98 
10. Carrie Bender 114 1996-97 
Free Throws Made 
Player Number Year 
I. Janet Emerson 105 1986-87 
2. Timothea Clemmer IO I 1995-96 
Beth Bartram IOI 1996-97 
4. Jess Van Der Geest 92 1999-00 
Lois Warburg 92 1986-87 
6. Jeanne Biermann 89 1978-79 
Amy Kruer 89 1979-80 
8. Reggen Stewart 86 1999-00 
9. Tammy Stover 85 1986-87 
10. Reggen Stewart 84 2000-01 
Jeanne Biermann 84 1981-82 
Free Throws Attempted 
Player Number Year 
I. Beth Bartram 174 1996-97 
2. Timothea Clemmer 168 1995-96 
3. Beth Bartram 136 1995-96 
4. Janet Emerson 134 1986-87 
5. Jess Van Der Geest 133 1999-00 
6. Jodi Martin 126 1979-80 
7. Jodi Martin 125 1981-82 
8. Reggen Stewart 122 1999-00 
9. Lois Warburg 120 1986-87 
10. Jeanne Biermann 11 9 1978-79 
Free Throw Percentage 
Player Number Year 
I. Debbie Leffler .887 1983-84 
2. Debbie Leffler .862 1984-85 
3. Julie Chri stensen .844 2000-0 1 
Joy Westendorf .844 1993-94 
5. Amy Kruer .840 1979-80 
6. Connie Alig .838 1990-9 1 
7. Peggy Yingling .835 1992-93 
8. Sue Grace .820 1990-91 
9. Tammy Phillips .8 10 1985-86 
10. Jennifer Miller .808 1990-9 1 
Rebounds 
Player Number Year 
I. Timothea Clemmer 3 16 1995-96 
2. Lois Warburg 276 1983-84 
3. Christi Hill 255 1981-82 
4. Lori Collins 254 1993-94 
5. Janet Emerson 253 1986-87 
6. Beth Bartram 234 1997-98 
7. Jodi Martin 23 1 1981-82 
8. Amy Kruer 226 1979-80 
9. Nettie Carter 224 1986-87 
10. Lisa Jackson 221 1984-85 
Lori Collins 22 1 1994-95 
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Turnovers 
Player Number Year 
I. Sarah Butler 165 1976-77 
2. Gwen Lenzy 148 1986-87 
3. Stacy Nolan 143 1990-9 1 
4. Julie Garringer 136 1984-85 
5. Nettie Carter 134 1986-87 
6. Lori Collins 128 1992-93 
7. Debbie Trueman 124 1980-8 1 
Jennifer Brigner 124 1991 -92 
9. Joy Westendorf II 9 1993-94 
10. Reggen Stewart 116 1998-99 
Blocked Shots 
Player Number Year 
I. Christi Hill 79 1981 -82 
2. Christi Hill 62 1982-83 
3. Christi Hill 45 1980-8 1 
4. Lois Warburg 25 1983-84 
5. Jodi Martin 24 1981 -82 
6. Heidi Beal 23 1993-94 
7. Nettie Carter 22 1984-85 
8. Peggy Yingling 20 1991 -92 
Heidi Beal 20 1995-96 
10. Jodi Martin 19 1982-83 
Li sa Jackson 19 1984-85 
Janet Emerson 19 1986-87 
Steals 
Player Number Year 
I. Tammy Stover 121 1987-88 
2. Tammy Stover 115 1986-87 
3. Gwen Lenzy 105 1988-89 
4. Gwen Lenzy 103 1987-88 
5. Gwen Lenzy IOI 1986-87 
6. Beth Bartram 86 1997-98 
7. Andrea del Valle 83 1977-78 
8. Nettie Carter 82 1986-87 
9. Nettie Carter 75 1987-88 
10. Nettie Carter 74 1985-86 
Minutes Played 
Player Number Year 
I. Janet Emerson 1018 1986-87 
2. Chanda Hollingsworth 993 2000-01 
3. Gwen Lenzy 989 1986-87 
4. Gwen Lenzy 965 1988-89 
5. Nettie Carter 961 1986-87 
6. Timothea Clemmer 944 1995-96 
7. Tammy Stover 937 1986-87 
8. Anita Jurcenko 934 1995-96 
9. Reggen Stewart 930 2000-01 
10. Tammy Phillips 928 1985-86 
Senior Scoring 
Player Games Points 
I. Jodi Martin 24 588 
2. Janet Emerson 30 537 
3. Jenny Horn 28 467 
Junior Scoring 
Player Games Points 
I. Jodi Martin 25 528 
2. Joy Westendorf 26 448 
3. Jenny Horn 28 447 
Sophomore Scoring 
Player Games Points 
I. Jodi Martin 25 461 
2. Beth Bartram 27 373 
3. Reggen Stewart 27 340 
Freshman Scoring 
Player Games Points 
I. Jodi Martin 26 478 
2. Amy Kruer 26 429 
Jackie Swenson 21 429 
Leading Scorers By Season 
Year Player G FG FT TPAVG. 
1974 Terry York 14 35 26 96 6.9 
1975 Margie Coate 14 171 12 .2 
1976 Connie Philon 15 211 14.0 
1977 Cindy Mercer 17 82 35 199 I 1.7 
1978 Jayne Helmlinger 20 92 50 234 I 1.7 
1979 Jackie Swenson 2 1 174 81 429 20.4 
1980 Jodi Martin 26 203 72 478 18.4 
1981 Jodi Martin 25 201 59 461 I 8.4 
1982 Jodi Martin 25 225 78 528 21.1 
1983 Jodi Martin 24 261 66 588 24.5 
1984 Lois Warburg 27 167 73 407 15.l 
1985 Jenny Horn 28 190 67 447 16.0 
1986 Jenny Horn 28 201 65 467 16.7 
1987 Janet Emerson 30 216 105 537 17.9 
1988 Tammy Stover 27 166 58 393 14.9 
1989 Missy Goedde 26 125 83 35 1 13.5 
1990 Treva Griesdorn 28 164 76 422 15.1 
1991 Lori Brooks 28 90 43 237 8.5 
1992 Peggy Yingling 28 100 76 276 9.9 
1993 Peggy Yingling 27 121 81 323 12.0 
1994 Joy Westendorf 26 158 54 448 17.2 
1995 Timothea Clemmer 27 166 72 404 15.0 
1996 Timothea Clemmer 27 131 101 363 13.4 
1997 Beth Bartram 27 135 IOI 373 13.8 
1998 Beth Bartram 27 112 68 294 10.9 
1999 Reggen Stewart 27 139 60 340 12.6 
2000 Reggen Stewart 28 131 86 349 12.5 
2001 Reggen Stewart 27 156 84 401 14.9 
Leading Rebounders By Season 
Year Player G Reb. Avg. 
1974 Terry York 14 88 6.3 
1975 Terry York 14 162 11.5 
1976 Connie Phi Ion 15 120 8.0 
1977 Cindy Mercer 17 169 9.9 
1978 Krista Jones 20 158 7.9 
Caren Aiple 20 158 7.9 
1979 Jeanne Biermann 23 176 7.7 
1980 Amy Kruer 26 226 8.7 
1981 Jodi Martin 25 220 8.8 
1982 Christi Hill 26 225 9.8 
1983 Jodi Martin 24 199 8.3 
1984 Lois Warburg 27 276 10.2 
1985 Lisa Jackson 28 221 7.9 
1986 Jenny Horn 28 218 7.8 
1987 Janet Emerson 30 253 8.4 
1988 Nettie Carter 24 173 7.2 
1989 Gwen Lenzy 28 161 5.8 
1990 Treva Griesdorn 28 164 5.4 
1991 Micki Harris 26 147 5.7 
1992 Lori Collins 28 220 7.9 
1993 Lori Collins 27 202 7.5 
1994 Lori Collins 27 254 9.4 
1995 Lori Collins 27 221 8.2 
1996 Timothea Clemmer 27 316 11.7 
1997 Beth Bartram 27 203 7.5 
1998 Beth Bartram 27 234 8.7 
1999 J. Van Der Geest 26 183 7.0 
2000 J. Van Der Geest 26 203 7.3 
2001 Reggen Stewart 27 l97 7.3 
Rebound Average 
Player Number Year 
I. Timothea Clemmer 11.7 1995-96 
2. Margie Coate 11.5 1974-75 
3. Terry York 11.4 1974-75 
4. Lois Warburg 10.2 1983-84 
5. Cindy Mercer 9.9 1976-77 
6. Christi Hill 9.8 1981-82 
7. Lori Collins 9.4 1993-94 
8. Jodi Martin 9.2 1981 -82 
9. Jodi Martin 8.8 1980-8 1 
10. Amy Kruer 8.7 1979-80 
Beth Bartram 8.7 1997-98 
Personal Fouls 
Player Number Year 
l. Jess Van Der Geest 95 1999-00 
2. Peggy Yingling 94 1991 -92 
3. Reggen Stewart 93 2000- 01 
4. Christi Hill 92 1981 -82 
5. Jess Van Der Geest 91 1998-99
Christi Hill 91 1982-83 
7. Cindy Mercer 89 1978-79
Peggy Yingling 89 1990-9 1 
9. Peggy Yingling 88 1992-93 
Lori Collins 88 1993-94
Fouled Out 
Player Number Year 
I. Cindy Mercer 7 1978-79
2. Christi Hill 6 1981 -82
Christi Hill 6 1982-83 
Tammy Phillips 6 1983-84
Peggy Yingling 6 1988-89 
Peggy Yingling 6 1992-93 
Chanda Hollingsworth 6 2000-01 
8. Reggen Stewart 5 1999- 00
Lenora Combs 5 1999-00
Jess Van Der Geest 5 1998-99
Reggen Stewart 5 1997-98
Lori Collins 5 1993- 94 
Assists 
Player Number Year 
I. Tammy Phillips 169 1985-86
2. Gwen Lenzy 151 1986-87
3. Nettie Carter 148 1986-87
4. Nettie Carter 127 1985-86
5. Tammy Phillips 116 1983-84 
6. Debbie Leffler 105 1984-85 
Gwen Lenzy 105 1988-89
8. Debbie Trueman 100 1980-81 
9. Tammy Stover 96 1986-87
10. Tammy Phillips 95 1982-83
Points 
Player Number Year 
I. Jodi Martin 588 1982-83
2. Janet Emerson 537 1986-87
3. Jodi Martin 528 1981-82
4. Jodi Martin 478 1979-80
5. Jenny Horn 467 1985-86
6. Jodi Martin 461 1980-8 1 
7. Joy Westendorf 448 1993-94 
8. Jenny Horn 447 1984-85
9. Jackie Swenson 429 1978-79
Amy Kruer 429 1979-80
Scoring Average 
Player Number Year 
I. Jodi Martin 24.5 1982-83
2. Jodi Martin 2 1.1 1981 -82
3. Jackie Swenson 20.4 1978-79 
4. Jodi Martin 18.4 1979-80
Jodi Martin 18.4 1980-8 1
6. Janet Emerson 17.9 1986-87
7. Joy Westendorf 17.2 1993-94 
8. Jenny Horn 16.7 1985-86
9. Amy Kruer 16.5 1979-80
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11000 Point Club 
Player Games Fr. So. Jr. Sr. Total 
1. Jodi Martin (1979-83) 100 478 461 528 588 2055 
2. Jenny Horn (1982-86) 106 144 249 447 467 1307 
3. Reggen Stewart (1997-01) 109 187 340 349 401 1277 
4. Lois Warburg (1983-87) 111 407 235 271 316 1229 
5. Debbie Leffler (1982-86) 107 237 313 307 283 1140 
6. Lori Collins (1991-95) 109 233 248 316 311 1108 
7. Peggy Yingling (1988-93) 114 275 233 276 323 1107 
8. Nettie Carter (1984-88) 110 230 218 400 256 1104 
9. Chanda Hollingsworth (1997-01) 108 273 220 262 310 1065 
10. Jess Van Der Geest (1996-00) 108 211 267 264 312 1054 
11. Jeanne Biermann (1978-82) 98 273 230 216 320 1039 
















Total Points-I 104 
Chanda Hollingsworth 
Total Points-1065 
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Jeanne Biermann/'79,'80,'81 ,'82 
Lori Blanchard/'94,' 95,'96,'97 
Kara Bridges/'90 








Nettie Carter/' 85,' 86,' 87,' 88 











Michele Dalbey/'94,'95,'96, ' 97 
Carrie Day/'97 





Janet Emerson/' 86,' 87 
F 
Stacey Fifer/'96 











Karen Haban/' 83 
Micki Harris/'9 I 
Jayne Helmlinger/'78,'79 
Christi Hill/'81,'82,' 83 
Kim Hill/'76 
Pam Hix/' 81 ,' 82 
Chanda Hollingsworth/'98,'99,'00,' 0I 
Jennifer Horn/'83,' 84,' 85 ,' 86 
Natalie Hunter/'79 
J 
Lisa Jackson/' 85 
Mandy Jelinek/'98,'99,'00,'0I 
Gina Johnson/'78 
Krista Jones/'78,' 79,' 80,'8 l 
Pam Jones/'77 
Anita Jurcenko/'93,' 94,' 95,'96 
Joyce Kanney/'79 
Jeanne Keister/'74 
Kristin King/'87 ,' 88,' 89,'90 
Pam King/' 74 
Amber Kirk/'95,'96,' 97 





Jodi Martin/'80,'8! ,' 82,' 83 
Carmen Mann/'99 




Shelly Meadlo/'92,' 93,'94,'95 
Cindy Mercer/'76,'77,'78,'79 
Jennifer Miller/'88,'89,'90,'9 I 
Julie Miller/'88,'89,'90,' 91 
Lisa Miller/'78 
Shawna Moffitt/ ' 87,' 88 
V alenca Moore/' 80 
Kelli Morris/'00 
N 
Tracy Nixon/ '92,'93,' 94,'95 










Melissa Reeves/'91,'92,' 93,'94 
Kay Rudisill/'84,'86 
s 
Danyelle Sawyer/'00, '01 
Wendy Schroer/'79 
Leslie Smallwood/'77 




Tammy Stover/' 87,'88 
Jamie Stump/'88,' 89,'90,'91 
Jackie Swenson/'79,'80 
T 




Jitka van der Bruggen/'92 
Jess Van Der Geest/'97,'98,'99,'00 
w 
Shayne Wadsworth/' 87,' 88,' 89,' 90 





Amber Williams/' 99, '00 
Kim Williamson/'75,'76,'78 
y 
Peggy Yingling/' 89,'91 ,'92,'93 
Terri York/' 74,' 75 
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Through The Years 
1973-74 
Won 1, Lost 13 
Coach: Amelie Jackson 
DATE wsu OPP 
1/12 40 at Rio Grande 35 
1/19 27 at Wittenberg 49 
1/22 18 at Cedarville 68 
1/29 IS at Mount St. Joseph 75 
1/31 14 Cincinnati 59 
2/2 39 Ohio Wesleyan 43 
2/4 35 Dayton 53 
2/7 36 Central State 74 
2/11 22 Dayton* 53 
2/14 28 at Capital 35 
2/16 48 at Muskingum 54 
2/21 30 at Central State 71 
2/23 29 Otterbein SI 
2/26 20 at Kenyon 36 
* Ohio Valley League Tournament 
1975-76 
Won 9, Lost 8 
Coach: Amelie Jackson 
DATE wsu OPP 
1/13 93 at Wittenberg 51 
1/17 85 at Rio Grande 42 
1/20 64 at Mount St. Joseph 79 
1/22 52 Cincinnati 69 
1/24 62 Capital 51 
1/27 54 at Cedarvi Ile 65 
1/31 63 Ohio Wesleyan 48 
2/2 71 Dayton 76 
2/9 so at Dayton * 72 
2/12 63 Wilmington 19 
2/14 63 at Otterbein 48 
2/16 SI at Ohio Dominican 55 
2/18 66 Heidelberg 40 
2/21 49 at Miami 59 
2/23 74 Central State 73 
3/5 46 Malone# 41 
3/6 SI Cedarville # 61 
• Ohio Valley League Tournament 
# OAISW State Tournament 
1977-78 
Won 10, Lost 10 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
1/6 69 at Sinclair * 44 
1/7 70 Mott* 75 
1/10 85 Sinclair 30 
1/13 57 at Ohio 59 
1/14 56 at Rio Grande 57 
1/17 57 at Mount St. Joseph 70 
1/24 75 Central State 48 
1/31 58 at Cedarville 59 
2/2 67 Xavier 43 
2/4 70 Toledo 44 
2/6 75 Wittenberg # 31 
2/7 56 Cedarville# 59 
2/11 42 Akron 47 
2/15 35 at Miami 85 
2/18 43 at Cleveland State 63 
2/20 69 Defiance 60 
2/24 73 at Wittenberg 37 
2/25 60 Ohio Northern 52 
3/3 71 Dayton 76 
3/4 77 at Ohio Dominican 44 
* Sinclair Tournament 
# Ohio Valley League Tournament 
1974-75 
Won 4, Lost 10 
Coach: Amelie Jackson 
DATE wsu OPP 
1/11 36 at Bowling Green 86 
1/18 68 Rio Grande 46 
1/21 35 Mount St. Joseph 52 
1/23 35 at Cincinnati 75 






at Ohio Wesleyan 
70 
49 
2/3 43 at Dayton 79 
2/6 55 at Wilmington 18 
2/10 46 at Capital * 58 
2/13 37 Capital 49 
2/15 67 Otterbein 21 
2/17 43 Ohio Dominican 39 
2/24 69 at Central State 86 
• Ohio Valley League Tournament 
1976-77 
Won 5, Lost 12 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
1/8 64 Rio Grande 77 
1/13 74 Wittenberg 45 
1/20 47 at Cincinnati 84 
1/22 49 at Capital 53 
1/25 49 Cedarville 63 
1/26 54 at Dayton 88 
2/3 61 at Wilmington 58 
2/7 35 at Dayton* 79 
2/11 41 Mount St. Joseph 75 
2/12 36 at Xavier 44 
2/15 59 Ohio Dominican 55 
2/17 67 Urbana 37 
2/19 63 Cleveland State 60 
2/21 45 at Central State 78 
2/24 45 Miami 75 
2/26 33 Ohio Northern 73 
3/1 60 Ohio 83 
• Ohio Valley League Tournament 
1978-79 
Won 10, Lost 13 
Coach: Pat Davis 





























































2/9 82 Mount St. Joseph 103 
2/15 65 at Ashland 66 
2/17 so Youngstown State 63 
2/20 67 Wittenberg 51 
2/23 63 at Defiance 72 
2/24 74 at Ohio Northern 100 
3/1 41 Defiance# 80 
3/2 57 Wooster# 59 
* Ohio Valley League Tournament 
# OAISW State Tournament 
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1981-82 
Won 14, Lost 12 
Coach: Pat Dav is 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/28 74 Malone 69 
12/5 96 Charleston 84 
12/9 66 Xavier 72 
12/1 2 69 Akron (ot) 70 
12/16 75 at Indiana Tech 66 
12/19 51 at Bowling Green 87 
12/28 84 Franklin * 73 
12/29 76 UW-Green Bay * 69 
1/4 74 IUPUI 51 
1/6 55 at Indianapoli s 73 
1/9 76 Defiance 55 
1/16 68 Georgetown (ot) 70 
1/20 54 Northern Kentucky 78 
1/22 49 UW-Milwaukee # 58 
1/23 55 Southeast Missouri State# 80 
1/28 66 at Cedarville 52 
1/30 80 Bellarmine 57 
2/1 77 Central State 62 
2/6 89 Youngstown State 71 
2/l0 50 at Northern Kentucky 62 
2/13 67 at Cleveland State 58 
2/16 72 at Mount St. Joseph 47 
2/24 59 Toledo 71 
2/27 79 Ball State 70 
3/5 58 Xavier@ 66 
3/6 65 Akron@ 68 
* Wright State In vitational 
# Eastern lllinoi s Tournament 
@ OAISW State Tournament 
1983-84 
Won 17, Lost 10 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/26 79 Otterbein 66 
12/3 77 at Ashland 70 
12/6 72 at IP-Fort Wayne 83 
12/9 51 at Southern Indiana 53 
12/10 70 at Kentucky Wesleyan 71 
12/17 69 at Wayne State 72 













1/4 59 Heidelberg 54 
1/7 61 Kentucky State 70 
1/11 91 IUPUI 49 
1/13 74 at St. Joseph's (IN) 70 
1/14 82 at Marian 72 
1/18 91 at Indiana Tech 79 
1/21 86 Georgetown 63 
1/25 66 at Indianapoli s 76 
1/28 69 Northern Kentucky 64 
2/4 60 at Dayton 95 
2/8 61 at Kentucky State 64 
2/11 69 SIU-Edwardsville 61 
2/14 72 at Mount St. Joseph 62 
2/18 89 at Butler 70 
2/22 88 Central State 71 
2/25 93 Bellarmine 87 
3/3 65 at Northern Kentucky 83 
* Wright Stale In vitational 
1984-85 
Won 16, Lost 12 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/24 77 Bluffton 58 
11/28 73 Ashland 72 
12/1 76 at Heidelberg 67 
12/5 7 1 at Walsh 75 
12/8 67 Southern Indiana 51 
12/15 92 Kentucky Wesleyan 44 
12/19 79 Lewis 77 









1/3 77 Wayne State 71 
1/5 55 Kentucky State 57 
1/7 73 IP-Fort Wayne 72 
1/11 71 Gannon# 62 
1/J 2 73 at Davis and Elkins # 84 
1/13 78 Norfolk State# 75 
1/15 82 at IUPUI 85 
1/19 66 at Georgetown 85 
1/26 54 Northern Kentucky 82 
2/1 59 at St. Louis so 
2/2 66 at SIU-Edwardsvi lle 70 
2/6 72 Indiana Tech 71 
2/9 64 at Kentucky State 75 
2/11 87 St. Joseph 's (IN) 59 
2/18 68 Indianapolis 72 
2/23 78 Central State 66 
2/27 72 at Bellarmine 81 
3/2 68 at Northern Kentucky 78 
* Wright State In vi tational 
# Davis and Elkins Mountain Classic 
wsu wsu 
1979-80 
Won 17, Lost 9 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
12/1 72 Malone 68 
12/8 78 Taylor 53 
12/12 83 at Ohio Dominican 60 
12/15 84 Xavier 57 
12/22 67 Bellarmine 66 
12/28 65 Cedarville* 73 
12/29 83 Central State * 57 
1/5 103 Capital 40 
1/9 88 Bowling Green 83 
1/12 78 Defiance 65 
1/15 84 Ashland 86 
1/18 66 at Ohio 71 
1/1 9 97 Rio Grande ( ot) 100 
1/22 90 Central State 64 
1/26 56 at Kent State 72 
1/29 88 at Cedarville 72 
2/1 86 Akron 61 
2/4 86 Ohio Northern 72 
2/6 82 at Wittenberg 44 
2/9 58 at Cleveland State 69 
2/16 91 Toledo 62 
2/18 82 at Mount St. Joseph 74 
2/2 1 58 Cincinnati 89 
2/29 90 Mount St. Joseph # 56 
3/1 48 Dayton# 86 
3/6 80 Charleston @ 99 
* Wright State Invitational 
# OAISW State Tournament 
@ MAISW Tournament (Green Bay, WI) 
1980-81 
Won 15, Lost 10 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP
11/29 71 at Malone 76 
12/3 78 Bowling Green 74 
 
 12/6 86 Wilberforce 34
12/13 61 at Akron 77 
12/16 90 at Xavier 76 
12/29 77 Franklin * 73 
12/30 56 UW-Green Bay * 74 
1/6 88 at Bellarmjne (ot) 93 
1/10 68 at Defiance 72 
1/15 80 at Central Florida 79 
1/16 64 Southwest Missouri St.+ 
63 
1/17 82 at Tampa (ot) + 81 
1/22 72 at Central State 63 
1/28 79 Cedarville 41 
1/31 91 Ohio Dominican 52
2/5 88 Wittenberg 31 
2/7 69 at Youngstown State 75 
2/10 60 Ohio 67 
2/11 77 Dayton 75 
2/14 70 Cleveland State 72 
2/17 102 Mount St. Joseph 77 
2/21 80 at Toledo 67 
2/24 79 at Cincinnati 87 
3/6 89 Akron# 83 
3/7 58 at Dayton# 87 
* Wright State Invitational 
+ Tampa In vitational 
# OAISW State Tournament 
1982-83 
Won 11, Lost 14 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/27 68 at Malone 72 
12/4 58 at Charleston 73 
12/11 77 Marietta 33 
12/17 67 at Toledo 79 
12/18 61 at Bowling Green 62 





Indiana Tech * 
Ferris State * 
78 
69 
1/5 79 at Defiance 63 
1/8 68 at IUPUI 63 
1/1 4 70 at Eastern Illinois# 79 
1/15 71 Evansville# 75 
1/19 91 Indianapolis 78 
1/24 68 at Georgetown 67 
1/26 64 Northern Kentucky 72 
1/29 73 Air Force 59 
2/5 62 Butler 83 
2/9 75 at Xavier 69 
2/12 65 Cleveland State 94 
2/14 74 at Central State 75 
2/16 86 Mount St. Joseph 66 
2/19 69 at Akron 73 
2/24 57 Dayton 72 
2/26 66 at Bellarmine 95 
3/5 59 at Northern Kentucky 71 
* Wright State In vitational 









Won 17, Lost 11 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/27 44 Western Michigan * 70 
11/28 59 St. Louis * 66 
12/4 61 Michigan State # 67 
12/5 67 Cleveland State # 51 
12/9 79 Brooklyn 36 
12/12 80 at Illinois-Chicago 42 
12/15 58 at Indiana State 63 
12/19 62 Eastern Michigan 64 
12/21 60 at Louisville 78 
12/28 39 Cincinnati 56 
12/30 72 Grand Valley State 62 
1/2 69 Ohio 59 
1/4 61 Evansville 57 
1/6 62 Xavier 48 
1/9 88 Niagara 55 
1/13 65 Butler 56 
1/16 59 at Chicago State 41 
1/20 67 at Youngstown State 83 
1/23 72 Indiana Tech 61 
1/28 88 at MD-Eastern Shore 76 
1/30 75 at MD-Baltimore County 70 
2/6 83 Chicago State 43 
2/8 83 Morehead State 85 
2/13 57 at Cleveland State 60 
2/20 80 MD-Baltimore County 74 
2/25 61 at Butler 66 
2/27 69 Akron 64 
3/2 65 at Miami 52 
• Bradley Classic 
# Eastern Michigan Tournament 
1985-86 
Won 18, Lost 10 
Coach: Pat Davis 











at Ashland 51 
Heidelberg 44 





at Southern Indiana 68 
at Kentucky Wesleyan 48 
12/21 67 at Lewis 64 
12/27 59 Northern Michigan * 71 
12/28 75 Slippery Rock * 68 
1/2 82 IUPUI 55 
1/4 70 Kentucky State 39 
1/6 77 at IP-Fort Wayne 80 
1/10 81 Philadelphia Textile # 79 
1/1 l 61 Campbellsville # 63 
1/12 72 District of Columbia # 67 
1/18 59 Georgetown 61 
1/21 59 at Wayne State 60 
1/25 58 St. Louis 55 
1/30 87 Urbana 37 
2/1 71 SIU-Edwardsville 64 
2/5 70 at St. Joseph's (IN) (ot) 71 
2/8 58 at Kentucky State 54 
2/15 67 Indiana Tech 38 
2/19 63 at Northern Kentucky 68 
2/22 84 Edinboro 55 
2/26 69 Bellarmine 64 
3/1 61 at Indianapolis 78 
* Wright State Invitational 
# Davis and Elkins Mountain Classic 
1986-87 
Won 24, Lost 6 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/26 62 at Walsh 50 
11/29 82 Southern Indiana 81 
12/4 94 Cedarville 44 
12/8 89 Michigan-Dearborn 53 
12/10 66 Ashland 68 
12/13 67 Northern Kentucky 68 
12/16 81 Lewis 66 
12/19 68 Edinboro* 50 
12/20 81 SIU-Edwardsville * 75 
12/30 75 at Grand Valley State 58 
1/3 93 Kentucky State 57 
1/6 67 Kentucky Wesleyan 52 





Bloomsburg # 55 
District of Columbia # 91 
1/15 65 Oakland 60 
1/17 92 Indiana Tech 80 
1/21 80 Indianapolis 
1/24 86 at Georgetown 
1/31 75 SIU-Edwardsville (ot) 
2/4 105 St. Joseph's (IN) 
2/7 59 at Northern Kentucky 
2/10 87 Wayne State 
2/14 94 IP-Fort Wayne 
2/17 61 Central State 
2/21 64 at Kentucky State 
2/25 63 at Bellarmine 
2/28 74 Quincy 













3/10 63 Northern Kentucky @ 
* Wright State Invitational 
74 
# Davis and Elkins Mountain Classic 
@ NCAA Division Il Great Lakes Regional 
Tournament 
1988-89 
Won 10, Lost 18 
Coach: Pat Davis 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/26 76 Indiana Tech 43 
12/3 49 at Eastern Michigan 65 
12/8 58 at Canisius 69 
12/10 46 at Niagara 56 
12/14 75 Illinois-Chicago 74 
12/16 41 at Akron 49 
12/19 53 Louisville 65 
12/21 67 Cleveland State 44 
12/27 47 Robert Morris * 56 
12/28 66 Hofstra* 76 
12/29 61 Northeastern * 63 
1/4 49 at Evansville 57 
1/7 58 [ndiana State 63 
1/10 70 at Xavier 66 
1/17 80 Wayne State 63 
1/21 75 Niagara 72 
1/25 48 Miami 60 
1/28 72 at Chicago State 50 
2/1 69 at Ohio 71 
2/4 66 Canisius 67 
2/8 59 Eastern Kentucky 62 
2/11 54 at Oakland 87 
2/15 49 at Morehead State 67 
2/18 86 Chicago State 65 
2/20 64 Butler 70 
2/22 41 at Cincinnati 63 
2/25 70 at MD-Baltimore County 
56 
3/1 65 Youngstown State 53 




Won 3, Lost 25 
Coach: Pat Davis 






South Carolina * 
75 
86 
12/3 49 Ball State * 85 
12/7 45 Eastern Michigan 71 
12/9 49 Vanderbilt# 88 
12/10 47 at Marshall # 92 
12/13 54 Akron 55 
12/16 50 Bradley 64 
12/18 50 at Louisville 70 
12/27 57 at LaSalle@ 84 
12/28 64 Colgate@ 71 
12/29 65 Lehigh@ 88 
1/4 55 at Dayton 93 
1/6 75 Evansville 76 
1/8 60 Xavier 70 
1/13 68 MD-Baltimore County 71 
1/15 66 at Youngstown State 87 
1/17 46 at Miami 83 
1/20 85 Eastern Illinois 94 
1/25 63 at Illinois-Chicago 51 
1/31 63 Morehead State 76 
2/3 68 at Eastern Kentucky 84 
2/5 76 at Valparaiso 85 
2/15 61 Cincinnati 76 
2/17 71 Niagara 61 
2/21 46 Ohio 68 
2/24 58 at Cleveland State 54 
2/26 53 at Butler 80 
* Northern Illinois Invitational 
# Marshall Lady Herd Classic 
@ LaSalle Invitational 
1990-91 
Won 4, Lost 24 
Coach: Terry Hall 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/24 50 Youngstown State 67 
11/27 52 Butler 64 
12/2 50 Marshal l 61 
12/5 45 Eastern Kentucky 83 
12/8 53 Eastern Michigan 62 
12/ 10 55 at Cincinnati 61 
12/15 48 at Eastern Illinois 66 
12/ 17 61 at Evansville 64 
12/22 42 Miami 74 
1/2 76 Dayton 63 
1/5 61 at Xavier 80 
1/8 63 DePaul * 76 
1/12 75 Illinois-Chicago * 53 
1/17 52 at Northern Illinois * 91 
1/19 50 at UW-Green Bay * 83 
1/25 54 Akron* 59 
1/27 81 Cleveland State * 54 
1/31 69 at Valparaiso * 84 
2/2 55 Wisconsin-Mil waukee 73 
2/8 58 at DePaul * 78 
2/10 48 at Illinois-Chicago * 53 
2/14 55 Northern Illinois * 86 
2/17 61 UW-Green Bay * 73 
2/21 75 at Akron* 65 
2/23 67 at Cleveland State * 74 
2/27 50 at Morehead State 84 
3/2 69 Valparaiso* 90 
3/7 61 DePaul # 72 
* North Star Conference game 
# North Star Conference Tournament (Green Bay, WI) 
www. wsuraiders. corn 
wsu wsu wsu wsu 
1991-92 
Won 8, Lost 20 
Coach: Terry Hall 
DATE wso OPP 
11/22 54 at Eastern Kentucky 81 






Austin Peay+ 53 
12/12 48 Eastern Illinois 69 
12/14 49 Xavier 82 
12/18 55 Cincinnati 64 
12/20 44 Clemson# 72 
12/21 62 Wagner# 76 
12/28 64 at Youngstown State 83 
12/30 76 at Miami 92 
1/6 84 Evansville 78 
1/10 59 at Illinois-Chicago * 45 
1/16 53 UW-Green Bay * 59 
1/18 72 Northern lllinois * 82 
1/24 70 at Akron* 62 

















2/13 60 at OW-Green Bay * 77 
2/15 54 at Northern Illinoi s * 103 






Cleveland State * 
70 
69 
2/27 68 at Valparaiso * 95 
3/5 68 Cleveland State % 83 
+ Mid-America Classic 
# South Florida Tournament 
* North Star Conference game 
% North Star Conference Tournament (DeKalb, IL) 
1992-93 
Won 9, Lost 18 
Coach: Terry Hall 
DATE wso OPP 
12/1 44 at Indiana 88 
12/5 70 Morehead State 63 
12/8 71 Marshall 57 
12/10 53 Miami 65 
12/13 51 at Cincinnati 66 
12/17 54 Dayton 58 
12/19 70 Austin Peay 65 
12/29 38 Missouri 77 
12/3 I 54 at Xavier 77 





at Illinois-Chicago * 









at Youngstown State * 
at Cleveland State * 




1/28 65 at UW-Green Bay * 70 
1/30 61 at Northern Illinois * 78 
2/4 70 at Indiana State 59 
2/7 75 at Eastern Illinois * 58 
2/9 87 at Valparaiso* 125 
2/13 60 Illinois-Chicago * 75 
2/18 83 Cleveland State * 93 
2/20 62 Youngstown State * 66 
2/25 79 at Western Illinois * 57 
3/4 49 UW-Green Bay* 53 
3/6 51 Northern Illinois * 77 
3/11 60 at UW-Green Bay# 76 
* Mid-Continent Conference game 
# Mid-Continent Conference Tournament (Green Bay, WI) 
1993-94 
Won 12, Lost 15 
Coach: Terry Hall 
DATE wso OPP 
12/1 65 Indiana 83 
12/6 62 at Austin Peay 53 
12/8 75 at Evansville 71 
12/11 68 Cincinnati 58 
12/17 40 at Western Kentucky 79 
12/20 61 at Dayton 62 
12/22 78 at Morehead State 52 
12/30 61 at Western Illinois * 68 
1/3 57 at Northern lllinois * 82 
1/6 60 OW-Milwaukee* 53 
1/8 55 UW-Green Bay * 62 
1/13 80 at Cleveland State * 57 





Chicago State 67 
Eastern Illinois * 56 
1/27 77 Valparaiso * 80 
1/30 46 Illinois-Chicago * 58 





Northern Illinois * 83 





at UW-Green Bay * 







Youngstown State * 
at Eastern Illinois * 
62 
54 
3/3 74 at Valparaiso * 86 
3/5 79 at Illinois-Chicago * 70 
3/10 58 at Northern Illinois# 74 
* Mid-Continent Conference game 
# Mid-ContinentConferenceTournament(DeKalb, IL) 
1995-96 
Won 11, Lost 16 
Coach: Terry Hall 
DATE wso OPP 
11/25 74 Chicago State 61 
11/28 79 Miami (2 ot) 75 
12/2 80 at Youngstown State 88 
12/5 66 at Eastern Kentucky 63 
12/8 59 Wichita State 67 
12/13 61 Cincinnati ( ot) 56 
12/16 71 Morehead State 68 
12/18 65 at Louisville 67 
12/21 67 Marshall 64 
12/29 55 at Dayton 61 
1/4 52 Loyola * 63 
1/6 66 at Detroit * 70 














at Cleveland State * 
Northern Illinois * 
80 
81 
2/3 52 Illinois-Chicago * 64 
2/8 45 at UW-Green Bay* 70 
2/10 60 at OW-Milwaukee* 47 
2/16 71 at Butler * 95 
2/21 69 Cleveland State * 61 
2/24 67 at Northern Illinois * 81 
2/28 78 at Loyola* 59 
3/3 69 Detroit * 76 
3/7 64 Butler# 70 
* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game 
# MCC Tournament (Green Bay, WT) 
1996-97 
Won 6, Lost 21 
Coach: Terry Hall 
DATE wso OPP 
11/26 67 Youngstown State 85 
11/30 56 at Chicago State 78 
12/4 51 Eastern Kentucky 76 
12/7 41 at Miami 66 
12/10 54 Dayton 68 
12/14 39 at Hawaii+ 76 
12/15 45 Mississippi + 76 
12/28 70 at Morehead State 66 
12/30 49 at Cincinnati 81 
1/2 41 Cleveland State * 51 
1/4 55 at Loyola * (2 ot) 59 
1/6 65 at lllinois-Chicago * (ot) 74 
1/9 46 Detroit * 56 
1/11 37 at UW-Green Bay * 69 






at Northern Illinois * 
72 
65 
2/1 66 Illinois-Chicago * 41 
2/6 55 UW-Green Bay * 62 
2/8 60 OW-Milwaukee* 44 
2/13 60 at Butler * 71 





at Cleveland State 
Northern Illinois * 
64 
54 
2/27 71 Loyola* 62 
3/1 60 at Detroit * 99 
316 47 Detroit# 86 
+ Hawaii Invitational 
* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game 
# MCC Tournament (Green Bay , WI) 
1994-95 
Won 11, Lost 16 
Coach: Terry Hall 
DATE wso OPP 
11/30 49 Western Kentucky 67 
12/3 67 Youngstown State 62 
12/5 67 at Chicago State 56 
12/10 67 Eastern Kentucky 60 
12/13 69 at Cincinnati 54 
12/17 75 Pacific+ 58 
12/18 49 at Wichita State + 68 
12/21 60 at Marshall 64 
12/30 73 Detroit * (ot) 74 
1/5 73 Dayton 71 





at La Salle * 
at Cleveland State * 
69 
61 
1/19 48 at Notre Dame * 67 
1/21 70 Xavier * 83 
1/25 73 Northern Illinois * 70 
1/28 84 at Loyola * (ot) 95 
2/2 58 at Butler * 69 
2/4 50 at Illinois-Chicago * 56 
2/9 39 UW-Green Bay* 50 
2/10 69 OW-Milwaukee* 35 
2/15 55 Louisville 57 
2/18 59 at Xavier * 69 
2/23 74 La Salle * 80 
2/26 83 Cleveland State * 67 
3/1 67 at Detroit * 54 
3/5 69 at Xavier# 78 
+ Pizza Hut Shocker Shootout 
* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game 




wsu wsu wsu wsu wsu wsu 
1997-98 
Won 9, Lost 18 
Coach: Lisa Fitch 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/16 51 at West Virginia 69 
11/20 47 at Akron 64 
11/22 55 at Youngstown State 63 
11/26 73 Louisville 86 
11/29 98 Morehead State 75 
12/6 50 at Miami 56 
12/10 59 at Dayton 71 
12/13 70 Chicago State 60 
12/19 62 Belmont+ 55 
12/20 46 at Indiana+ 68 
12/22 73 at Ball State 64 
12/31 66 Eastern Michigan 68 
1/5 49 Detroit * 58 
1/8 44 at UW-Green Bay* 52 
1/10 60 at UW-Milwaukee * 68 
1/15 70 Illinois-Chicago * 37 
1/17 69 Loyola* 41 
1/24 47 at Butler * 72 














at Loyola * 
at Illinois-Chicago * 
60 
50 
2/21 64 Butler* 82 
2/26 57 Cleveland State * 47 
3/5 56 Cleveland State # 63 
+ Hampton lnn/Fazoli 's Classic (B loomington, IN) 
* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game 
# MCC Tournament (Indianapoli s, IN) 
WSU wsu 
1998-99 
Won 7, Lost 20 
Coach: Lisa Fitch 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/14 66 at Youngstown State 76 
11/17 57 at Xavier 89 
11/21 65 Canisius 59 
11/25 42 at Cincinnati 66 
12/5 62 Miami 63 
12/9 54 Dayton 75 
12/11 48 Indiana+ 80 
12/12 67 at Stetson+ 61 
12/18 56 at Louisville 89 
12/21 62 Ball State 54 









1/12 52 at Loyola * 61 
1/14 60 at Illinois-Chicago * 55 
1/19 63 at Denver 74 






Cleveland State * 
74 
76 





at UW-Green Bay* 
Loyola * (2 ot) 
68 
82 
2/13 50 Illinois-Chicago * 52 
2/20 66 at Butler* 81 
2/25 66 at Cleveland State * 72 
2/27 51 at Detroit * 63 
3/4 52 UW-Green Bay# 64 
+ Hatter Classic (DeLand, FL) 
* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game 
# MCC Tournament (Cleveland, OH) 
1999-2000 
Won 8, Lost 20 
Coach: Lisa Fitch 
DATE wsu OPP 
11/20 46 at Dayton 69 
11/23 56 Xavier 73 
11/26 49 at Colorado + 76 
11/27 44 Washington State+ 66 
12/1 52 Miami 72 
12/6 69 Morehead State 64 
12/9 62 at St. Bonaventure 63 
12/11 43 at Canisius 62 
12/15 60 Denver 64 
12/18 69 Indiana State 61 
12/20 60 at Ball State 70 
12/30 73 Youngstown State (ot) 79 
1/13 49 Illinois-Chicago * 63 
1/15 77 Loyola* 65 





at Detroit * 48 
at Cleveland State * 62 
2/3 65 UW-Milwaukee * (ot) 71 
2/5 57 UW-Green Bay* 72 
2/10 50 at Loyola* 59 






Cleveland State * 72 
2/26 84 Detroit* 71 
3/2 49 at UW-Green Bay * 59 
3/4 68 at UW-Milwaukee * 75 
3/9 82 Detroit# 65 
3/10 68 Cleveland State # (2 ot) 72 
+ Coors Classic (Boulder, CO) 
* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game 
# MCC Tournament (Detroit, Ml) 
1999-2000 
Won 6, Lost 22 
Coach: Lisa Fitch 
DATE wsu OPP 
11 /17 59 Dayton 73 
11/21 76 at Indiana State 74 
11/25 72 at Ohio 83 
11/28 73 Ball State 102 
12/2 63 at Miami 70 
12/8 63 Akron+ 71 
12/9 46 at Hawaii+ 66 
12/13 81 Marshall 67 
12/16 52 Bowling Green 56 
12/19 69 at West Virginia 65 
12/23 58 at Youngstown State 68 
12/31 51 St. Bonaventure 79 
1/4 56 at Morehead State 71 
1/11 55 at Illinois-Chicago * 63 
1/14 58 at Loyola* 67 
1/20 56 at Butler* 60 
1/25 79 Detroit* 89 
1/27 61 Cleveland State * 71 
2/1 59 at UW-Milwaukee * 72 













2/22 59 at Cleveland State * 72 









3/8 34 UW-Milwaukee # 58 
+ Hawaii In vitational (Honolulu, HI) 
* Midwestern Collegiate Conference game 
# MCC Tournament (Chicago, IL) 
Most Valuable Player 
1973-74 Jeanne Keister 
1974-75 Margie Coate 
1975-76 Margie Coate 
1976-77 Cindy Mercer 
1977-78 Jayne Helmlinger 
1978-79 Jeanne Biermann 
and Jackie Swenson 
1979-80 Jodi Martin 
1980-81 Jodi Martin 
1981-82 Jodi Martin 
1982-83 Jodi Martin 
1983-84 Lois Warburg 
1984-85 Jenny Horn 
1985-86 Jenny Horn 
1986-87 Janet Emerson 
1987-88 Tammy Stover 
1988-89 Missy Goedde 
1989-90 Treva Griesdorn 
1990-91 Stacy Nolan 
1991-92 Jennifer Brigner 
1992-93 Peggy Yingling 
1993-94 Lori Collins 
1994-95 Lori Collins 
and Shelly Meadlo 
1995-96 Timothea Clemmer 
1996-97 Beth Bartram 
1997-98 Jess Van Der Geest 
1998-99 Reggen Stewart 
1999-00 Jess Van Der Geest 
2000-01 Reggen Stewart 
www. wsuraiders. com 
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IVledia Services 
The 2001-02 media guide is designed 
to assist your coverage of the Wright 
State University men's basketball 
team. Additional information is 
available by contacting the sports 
information office at (937) 775-2831. 
Credentials 
Season credentials will be issued 
to local reporters, columnists, etc. 
prior to the first game. If you have 
not received a season pass in the past, 
you must contact the sports informa­
tion office. Game-by-game passes 
will be issued by as-needed situations, 
depending on available space. These 
passes must be requested at least three 
days in advance of the game and will 
be distributed at entrance #9 off 
parking lot #5. 
Parking 
Season parking passes will be 
distributed to local media prior to 
the first game. Press parking will 
be in parking lot #5 until filled. 
Individual requests must be made 
at least five days in advance. 
Interviews 
Interviews during the week must be 
arranged through the SID office or 
with the basketball office. Media may 
come to practice and talk to players 
before or after practice but may not 
contact student-athletes outside these 
times or outside pre-arranged times. 
Home phone numbers will not be 
given out. Coach Williams can be 
reached Monday through Friday in 
the morning at (937) 775-2771. 
wsu wsu 
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Practices 
Coach Williams will generally 
conduct open practices, and media 
members are encouraged to observe. 
Practice time is normally 1-3 p.m. 
Wright State reserves the right to 
close any practice. 
Photographers 
Passes will be handled same as above. 
Still and video photographers are 
limited to work the end lines as 
designated or the concourse level. 
Visiting teams will be supplied one 
video copy of the game. Team 
videographers may tape the game 
from the platforms on the concourse 
level if space permits. 
Radio 
Permission to broadcast games from 
the Nutter Center must be granted 
from the SID office a week in advance 
of the game. Under reciprocal 
agreements, the official radio station 
of the home and visiting teams will 
receive up to two phone lines. 
Additional lines or unofficial outlets 
may purchase phone lines for $75 
each if available. Each radio station 
will receive broadcast space for two. 
Phone Lines 
Phone lines at court side and in the 
press room have been set up for 
collect or reverse charges only. 
Television 
All requests to televise Wright State 
University basketball must be made 
in writing before the season and 
should be directed to Assistant 
Athletics Director/Sports Information 
Director Bob Noss. 
Greg Gahris Memorial 
Press Room 
Named for the late Greg Gahris­
The Voice of the Raiders for 15 
years-the Greg Gahris Memorial 
Press Room is located on the court 
level just outside the open end of the 
arena. Counter space, electric and 
phone lines will be available as well 
as stats, notes and score sheets. 
Services 
Statistics, notes and refreshments will 
be available in the press room before 
the game. A copy machine is located 
in the press room, and a fax machine 
is located on the third floor in the SID 
office. Stats monitors will be supplied 
to official radio and television outlets 




On the Internet: Weekly updates 
and score updates as well as other 
information can be accessed through 
www.wsuraiders.com, while stats 
for WSU and other Horizon League 
schools can be accessed through 
www.horizonleague.com. 
Hotline: Results and highlights 
can be obtained by dialing 
1-888-RAIDERS. 
Radio Show 
The Bridgett Williams Radio Show 
will broadcast from Don Pablo's in 
Beavercreek five times during the 
season from 7:30 to 8 p.m. Those 
dates are: 
Wednesday, November 14 
Wednesday, December 19 
Thursday, January 3 
Wednesday, January 30 
Tuesday, February 12 
It can be heard throughout the Miami 
Valley on WBKI 106.5 FM; WONE 
980 AM; and WIZE 1360 AM. 
L-R: Paulette Olson, Jean Denney, Lisa Lemmon, Carl Benner 
www. wsuraiders. com 
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Every four minutes a woman in 
the United States learns she has breast 
cancer. Thanks to decades of hard 
work, the majority will survive, but 
too many will not. Breast cancer still 
claims the lives of over 40,000 people 
each year. The disease effects 
everyone whether through personal 
diagnosis or that of a family member, 
friend, coworker or neighbor. Making 
Strides Against Breast Cancer is a 
rallying cry to make breast cancer a 
thing of the past. By becoming a part 
of this event, you can truly make a 
difference. 
Making Strides Against Breast 
Cancer is the American Cancer 
Society's premier national event to 
fight breast cancer. Making Strides 
is a noncompetitive event that raises 
awareness about the disease as well as 
dedicates funds to fight it. In Dayton, 
the walk takes place on October 27, 
2001 and starts at 10 a.m. We begin 
at Fifth Third Field and walk the 
beautiful Metro Parks. All money is 
raised through pledges and donation. 
We do not require a registration fee or 
a minimum amount to participate. Just 
bring yourself and prepare to be 
educated and inspired! 
Eighty percent of the money 
we raise stays right here in the 
Miami Valley. It helps to fund our 
local breast cancer programs that 
include Tell a Friend, Reach to 
Recovery, Breast Cancer Task Force, 
Special Touch, and various special 
breast cancer events held throughout 
the year. The other 20% goes to 
fund research efforts on the state 
and national level. ALL money 
raised is dedicated to the issue 
of breast cancer! 
Locally, this is only our second 
year hosting Making Strides Against 
Breast Cancer. Last year, we had over 
1,800 walkers. This year, we are 
hoping for 4,000 ! The American 
Cancer Society is proud to have 
Wright State athletics as a supporter 
of this event! So, come and join us for 
this exciting event! Together we can 
make a difference in the fight against 
breast cancer! 
Wright State as a community 
has also been touched by cancer, 
including former women's basketball 
coach Terry Hall. Pictured below 
are a few of our WSU survivors. 
L-R: Paulette Olson of the Frederick 
A. White Health Center, Jean Denney 
of Campus Recreation, Lisa Lemmon 
of the Department of Athletics and 
Carl Benner, a retired math professor 
and former athletic council chair. 
Holly Rabi th of Purchasing has also 
wished to be part of the photo but 
could not work her schedule to be at 
the photo shoot. 
For more information, please call 
your local American Cancer Society 





3 Saturday BASKETBALL TRAVELERS (EXHIBITION) 1:00 
13 Tuesday ATHLETES IN ACTION (EXHIBITION) 7:00 
16 Friday at Ball State 7:00 
20 Tuesday MIAMI ~ ~':i-~ARNER 7 :00 
Aggie Invitational (College Station, TX) 
24 Saturday Wright State vs. Texas A&M 2:00 
Charlotte vs. Jackson State 4:00 
25 Sunday Consolation 2:00 
Championship 4:00 
WEST VIRGINIA 7:00 
Saturday at IP-Fort Wayne 1:00 
Monday at Illinois-Chicago * 8:00 
Thursday MOREHEAD STATE 
12 Wednesday OHIO 7:00 
15 Saturday at Bowling Green 1:00 
18 Tuesday at Dayton 5:00 
31 Monda CONNECTICUT 2:00 
5 Saturday at Detroit* 2:00 
7 Monday at Cleveland State * 5:00 
10 Thursday WISCONSIN-MILWAUKEE * 7:00 
12 Saturday WISCONSIN-GREEN BAY* 1:00 
19 Saturday at Loyola* 4:00 
24 Thursday at Youngstown State * 7:00 
26 Saturday BUTLER* ~ : 1:00 
31 Thursda CLEVELAND STATE * 
8 
2 Saturday DETROIT* 3:00 
7 Thursday at Wisconsin-Milwaukee* 8:00 
9 Saturday at Wisconsin-Green Bay * 4:00 
14 Thursday ILLINOIS-CHICAGO * 7:00 
16 Saturday LOYOLA* ~  1:00 
21 Thursday at Butler* 7:00 
24 Sunday YOUNGSTOWN STATE * ~ TIME WARNER CA-aL 1:00 
27 Wednesday Horizon League First Round # TBA 
28 Thursda Horizon League Quarterfinals # TBA 
Horizon League Semifinals # 
Horizon League Championship # TBA 
HOME GAMES IN BOLD CAPS 
All Times Eastern 
• Horizon League games 
# Hosted by Loyola 
